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EDITORIALS
The Rape of Easter

Back To The Empty Tomb

ESSONS on the P;r'Oper a·ttitude in observing the
OLOURED eggs and 'chocolate bunnies, lovely
C
lilies and Spring attire, inspiring music and L Lord's resurrection cannot be gotten from those
happy faces! Wharf: is this? Why, it's Easter. But who have lost their faith in the bodily resurrection,
where is the resurrected Christ? There is, alas I
among men associated with Christianity the distressing tendency of raping for whatever reason the
great days of our Christian calendar. And Easter is
one of them. we have borrowed from pagan sources
many accretions to this glad day. But these incidental ma'tters have not functioned as they should.
They have not continued to play their subordinate
roles. Instead of exalting the resurrected Christ they
have covered Him up, so that only those that know
of and think of His presence are iaware that He is
supposed to be there somewhere. And this secularization of Easter is not solely due to the tendency of
men to lose themselves in colour and sound, but the
trouble is far more fundamental than that. It is due
to the ever-growing conviation among Christians,
deluded hy recent bibliaal scholarship, that there
was after all no real resurrection. The denial of the
fact of resurrection probably lies at the bottom of
present-day Easter defamation.
H. S.

nor from those who have lost themselves in the
Easter accretions, but from those simple folk who
adored the Christ and went to the sepulchre early in
the morning. It begins at the grave where the messengers of God have been stationed, who were ready
to give the glad news to whosoever were sufficiently interested. Let us therefore pass by the lilies and
the rest of the Easter additions and appro1ach the
tomb and hearken to angels' voices. Here they are:
"He is not here, for he is risen. Come and see the
place where the Lord lay." Observe carefully. He
is not in the grave. It is at the empty tomb that one
stands in the spirit of Easter joy. There is where
volumes were spoken. There is where hearts were
made happy. There is where men became convinced
that dea,th had lost its sting and the grave its victory.
There is where men received the conviction and the
inspiration that made their Christianity vital, not
for a day, but for the rest of their lives. If we would
observe Easter, we must stand at the vacated
sepulchre.
H. S.

Economics and Ethics
A Vain Day
Of Atonement
this •annual pilgrimage to the place of
W HYprayer
on Easter morning? It is not solely for
the purpose of displaying and of reviewing Spring
finery. And we are inclined to preen as the peacocks
do whom we label proud, aren't we? Is there not
deep in the soul of our Easter church-goers the consciousness that there is something uniquely meritorious, something that wins divine favor, something
that remits one's sins, something that sets one right
with God about observing 1the commemoration of our
Lord's resurreation? But the proper and Godple1asing Easter observance demands a devotion to
the Christ such as those that attend Churnh but once
a year do norf: seem to have. It requires the sincere
and practical recognition of the risen Christ as Lord.
It is to acknowledge the fact that one is not his own
but belongs both body and soul to him whose Lordship extends quite beyond Easter day.
H. S.
171

E are told on good authority that Adam Smith
W
was one of the first writers to separiate political economy and ethics. Certainly the modern study
of economics has emphasized the need of separating
these sciences for the purpose of understanding
them. The science of economics has consequently
come to be regarded as having its own laws, and
those using them are so caught up in the working of
them that they forget that these laws are neverthe,..
less human, that they must operate within and under
the control of broader social forces. Men forget that
economics and ethics may perhaps be separated for
convenience in scientific study but that they are
never separated in practice. If our ethics does not
control our economic conduct we shall find that,
since life is all of a piece, our economic conduct will
influence our ethics, warping our understanding of
what is right, creating situations that may undermirn~ not only ethical foundations but the spiritual ·
as well.
Were one ito raise the question whether certain
ind'ustrialists can possibly have a right to the huge
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salaries they receive many would undoubtedly shrug
their shoulders and reply, "Well, they earn them,
they not only produce enough to make possible their
own salaries but enough to make possible l1arge dividends and high wages also." Since there are so few
of these high-powered industrialists, they cian on the
basis of the law ·of supply and demand command
their salaries. On the basis of the same faw but on
the basis of tiheir large numbers, the masses can
command only their relatively low wages. As a
matter of fact, what each group gets is the result of
the relative bargaining strength of each. Suppose
that the laborers organize and then by the operation
of the same law of supply ·and demand compel the
highly paid industrialists to surrender a part of their
salaries, then whose is the money by right? Do the
industrialists then earn the higher salaries that they
received before being compelled to accept lower
ones, or do they earn only the lower salaries? Do
laborers e1arn only the low salaries that they receive
before organizing or the higher ones that they may
receive afterwards? It must be apparent that what
either side. gets is largely the result of bargaining
strength, such bargaining strength being hardly
representative of what either contributes or deserves.
Yet do we not .a,s a rule merely accept existing arrangements as quite right and impatiently denounce
those who would change them?
True, according to classical economic theory un-just inequalities will be smoothed out in the course
of time, but that such inequalities are not quickly
smoothed out the depression must have taught us.
\Ve know that if noble ethical standards do not control economic rel:ations to begin with, ignoble standards wiH, and that existing economic relations instead of approximating justice will instead reveal
startling injustices. Witness the history of the industrial revolution and the constant necessity of
forcing higher standards upon industry.
It would appear that if we 1are not constantly
ready to guard the highest of ethical conduct in economic affairs, the prevailing economic standards will
be taken over without criticism and with them, only
too truly, the ethical standards of those who would
use economic relations for their own ends. If this
does not come dangerously near to a form of economic determinism, it does suggest that some kind
of ethical standard will prevail in economic relations and that this standard may even guide those
whose standards should be higher.
H. J. R.
1
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Gerbrandy, Professor Severijn of Utrecht, Dr. J.
Schouten, president of the Antirevolutionary Second
Chamber Club, Mr. H. Dl.emer, editor of the Christian daily De Rotterdammer, Mr. C. Smeenk, president of the Christian Labor Alliance and :author of
Christian Social Principles, in two volumes, Mr. C.
Vanden Heuvel, member of the Second Chamber,
and Dr. J. vV. Noteboom, mentioned before.
We like to request our readers to reread the third
conclusion on page 118 of the December issue, an<l
to draw the attention to the following remarks.
The Committee makes plain that Christians should
avoid the two extremes of State absolutism as well
as of the Laissez faire of the Manchester School, i. e.,
the economic liberals of about 1850. State absolutism manifests itself nowadays in Marxi1an Socialism as well as in National Socialism, or Fascism.
The committee is of the opinion that, on the basis of
history and Scripture, the government should maintain the liberty, or sphere sovereignty of every social
and economic group, but should also see to it that
the different groups reckon with each other's interests, in other words, that there be social justice. The
committee contends that the task of ·the government
in regard to the planning of economic life bears not
only a limited character, but to a great extent a
secondary chanader. (In all probability the committee means to say here that enterprises representing national interests and national resources ought
to he either owned or controlled by the government.)
Then the report speaks of a threefold government
task:
1. The prevention and remova•l of economic
abuses.
2. The promotion of industrial democr.acy.
3. The temporary interference with business in
times of depression.
Under the first point the report mentions laws to
promote industrial organizations so that oppression
and strikes may he prevented; it further names regulations of collective hargain1,ng andi other agreements, and rules to prevent dishonest competition
and to determine industri<aJ property.
Under the second point the report maintains that
'vrong relations in economic life ought to be remedied, that good relations ought to be sanctioned, and
that also bigger groups of fellow employees ought to
have the right to share in the determination of certain e'conomic principles.
Under the third point the report states that on ly
under exceptional circumstances (when economic
life is insufficient, or weak) the government ought
to interfere, and cites as an example the present
crisis.
Finally, the report remarks that it also wants to
include social insurance in so far as it is not taken
care of by social organizations, and governmental
concerns and: service in which the government directly interferes with social and economic life to
take the place of social enterprises, or to complement them.
This report is not a justification of certain practices of the government during the depression, but a
discussion of principles in the light of present day
complicated life, and in the light of Scripture. It
states in so many words that it wants to avoid state
1

Three Basic
Economic Principles
the December issue of 1936 we published paraI N phrases
and tnanslations of the conclusions of
the report of the committee of the Dutch Calvinist
party on the relation of the government to economics.
We now received through the kindness of Dr. J. W.
Noteboom, secretary of this committee, and also
secretary of the Dr. Abraham Kuyper Foundation in
·The Hague, the report itself which covers sixty-four
pages. This report was drawn up by the committee
after two years of study 1and is signed by fourteen
outstanding Dutch Calvinists, among whom we notice
two professors of the Free University, A:nema and
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absolutism as well as Laissez faire. It ought to be
considered from this angle, and not as a bow toward
Socialism. It represents the ideas of fourteen progressive Dutch Calvinists, and is, therefore, worth
considering. Its three basic principles, representing
a negative, a positive and a temporary task of the
government in economic matters, seem to be well
taken.
Copies of this report may be ordered from Mr.
R. A. Den Ouden, Dr. Kuyperstraat 3, The Hague, at
30 Dutch cents a piece. Why should not our book
dealers order a hundred copies? In ordering one is
requested to mention Rapport Ordening. H.J. V. A.

Economic Platform
Of Dutch Calvinists
HE Antirevolutionary or progressive Calvinist
party in the Netherlands has issued a p1atform
for the oom~n·g election containing the following
clause on economics:
The continuation of the work of financial and economic recovery based on social justice, and furthermore accompanied by
a) gradual further .acknowledgment of industrial
democracy ("bedrijfsorganisatie");
b) continued combating of unemployment;
c) curtailment and, wherever possible, elimination
of the particular depression measures, in order
to give more freedom to industrial activity.
For the benefit of our readers who are not acquainted with the industrial democracy advocated
by the Dutch Calvinists, we like to add that this does
not countenance the attitude of workmen who act as
if they are the owners of a factory. Dutch Calvinists
believe in democratic representation, and therefore,
in collective bargaining, but not in sit-down strikes.
'J1hey reject exclusive collective ownership, advocated by the Sodalists, but they do not condemn
cooperatives, of which there are many in Holland,
as, for instance, the Alliance of Christian Bakers
Cooperatives.
H. J. V. A.

T

Educational Formalism
N the January issue of our magazine, Dr. Henry
Van Zyl drew attention to the mechanization of
Imodern
education. More complaints have reached
our ears since that. We mention an article by Professor J. De Vries of Leyden bitterly complaining of
the emphasis on cramming in Dutch intermediate
schools. We read a report on a speech of Professor
Slotemaker de Bruine held at the opening of the
new Erasmus gymnasium in Hotterdam, warning
against a further lowering of standards in order to
send more students to the University. A Catholic
English educator visited Grand Rapids and warned·
against the endless number of facts and names that
had to be packed into the innocent heads of modern
high ·school stud'ents. Every one has heard of the efforts of President Hutchins of Chicago University to
creiate Junior colleges where the youth of the nation
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shall receive some real information, and get some
real driH in the fundamentals of a few foreign fanguages. Countless protests are being raised by educators, journalists, and business men about the
superficiality and institutionalization of modern
training. But a profound reform starts at home.
How many teachers will now get busy and cut down
to essentials?
H. J. V. A.

Historical Rooms
the year 1934 the Grand Rapids Americans of
ImayNDutch
descent (and of Calvinistic conviction we
add, at least the great majority) organized to
give an exhibit of their folkloristic treasures, and a
pageant of their achievements in the past, Dutch
history from the time of the early missionaries to
the siege of Leyden, American history from the times
of the Secession Movement in Old Holland, and the
coming of Vian Raalte and Scholte in 1847.
In the year 1937 the citizens of Holland, Michigan,
celebrated the ninetieth anniversary of the coming
of the Dutch to Michigan, and opened a Dutch museum in Holland.
We understand that the efforts of the Holland
Americans in Grand Rapids are not to be lost, for
there are plans to erect a huge natural museum in
this city, the second floor of which will be devoted
to folklore and ethnology. There are about twenty
different nationalities represented in Grand Rapids,
and these will all have their historical room in this
museum. The Dutch room will be the biggest of all,
since one third of the population of this city is of
Holland descent, and since Grand Rapids is the
biggest Dutch center in the United States.
However, the Calvinists ought not to be satisfied
with these general museums. There ought to be
historical rooms in Calvin and Hope, where the
treasures are preserved that bear on the religious
phase of the development of the Christian Reformed
and Reformed churches. The German and Hungarian Calvinists ought to follow. We learn that
there have been plans to open a historical room al
Calvin College and Seminary to receive documents,
letterS', parchments, biographies, and even objects,
that are related to the history of the Christian Reformed Church. History is at last asserting itself.
H.J. V. A.

NOW LET ME WAIT
I have nothing to write. My soul is stilled.
Gardens have brought me peace. And flowers joyRains carried freshness, while no winds destroy
The nurture with which time each day upfilled.
Now let me wait in patience, 'til again
I hear the still small voice calling my name.
JOAN GEISEL GARDNER.

IF CHRIST BE NOT RISEN
Jacob T. Hoogstra, Th. D.
Minister Englewood Christian Reformed Church, Englewood, New Jersey

it

F OUR Savior ha& been said, "Who was declared
O
to be the Son of God in power, accordring to the
spirit of holiness, by the resurrection from the dead"
(Rom. 1 :4). Easter is God's official declaration that
the Chris1t buried is the Son-in-power. The Suffering
Servant of Jehovah is the mighty Pirince of God.
Clothed as He was with such ineffable splendor, we
are in duty bound to note humbly some of the implications. No tongue can tell the f ulness, no eye can
endure the brightness of the glory which is implied in
God's own declaration.

Resurrection and Philosophy
Stoicism was the respectable philosophy of the day.
This system taught that worlds would be destroyed by
fire, and from these ruins new worlds would t>e
brought into existence. Stoicism, worshipping at the
shrine of Reason, was e\')sentially a philosophy of
change. Paul, however, threw a bomb into Greek thinking by teaching just th,e opposite. Christ died "once
for all." Christ's death is of such quality that it is a
"once-ness death," a death that from its very nature
cannot be repeated. This implies, that Paul's philosophy was first of all d~pendent not upon Reason but
upon an historical fact. God's declaration implied also
that this world cannot be in the vortex of change and
chance, for Christ is in the center of this world. History is a mighty wheel, not a never-ending stream,
depending upon the hub - the resurrection of Christ.
Consequently, all our thoughts must be brought into
captivity to the obedience of Christ.
This precludes the possibility of accepting the
Kantian, the Hegelian, the evolutionary, and the pragmatic philosophies. All anti-christian philosophies are
"center-less,." Not the continuous development of
mankind or absolutes, but the future life entirely conditioned by the resurrection of Christ is the true
philosophy of life.

Resurrection and Religion
In how far writings as those of Homer were equivalent to the Bible to the ordinary Greek religionist, we
cannot tell. One thing is certain, these writings could
not be accepted without forfeiting the peace of heart.
The future was one long journey in realms of despair.
There was no one to snatch an individual from this
doom. No wonder, therefore, that the Greek gravestone is a memorial of pagan despair and despondency.
No one could refuse passage on the ferry to the limbo
of horrors. The shades of Hades shaded one's entire
life. The Christian, however, had a representative
who had opened the grave. He went home to meet
the King.
The conception Russellism sets forth concerning the
resurrection of Christ forces it to forfeit all hope. If
the human Christ did not arise then death is still the
master of human nature. If Christ is but the incar:nation of an Old Testament arch-angel, is th1ere anything strange in the absence of that gripping centrality

of the cross and the resurrection? Spiritism also has
nothing to offer but the pagan long night of trials and
errors. The departed s:pirits tell us that the next world
is just the same as thlis one. We pay for our sins.
Even in the next world we sin and pray for them.
vVhy? There is no centrality. Or shall we seek the
comfort Theosophy holds out that our present sins
remain wounds in our next incarnations? Shall we
find solace in a multitude of re-incarnations? Paul
with unshakeable conviction hurls this hope to the
world - Easter, the risen Lord the center. No long
night, no paying for trials and errors, no re-incarnnations. A:s Christ died once, so shall we die once. As
Christ arose once, so shall we arise once. As Christ
died the death satisfactory to the Just God, so was he
raised for our justification.
PosHively, the resurr·ection of Christ teaches us how
we are to enter the new world. Birth is the means of
entering this world in which the propagation of the
human race is necessary. What birth is to this
world, resurrection is to the new heaven and earth.
Hence, Easter is different from pagan immortality.
The kind of life we shall live demands a risen body.
Modernism, as Athens of old, will laugh at this, but
Modernism forgets that the new kind of existence God
has prepared for us requires a corresponding new kind
of body. Easter is a full-orbed salvation - our soul
and our body. (cf. I Cor. 15:43 f.)

Resurrection and Society
Social heavens, or utopias, lie in the future. Somehow the future is gratuitously credited with possessing
the power of healing all our present wounds. In the
future all men will be better. Christianity also calls
upon the future. A Christian pictures the glories of
heaven and demands that we follow in the footsteps of
the heroes of faith. Besides, because of a future,
we may not engage in sin. Our present life must be
different. Did Paul blush when he told his listeners
that all things would be well for those who truly believed? This Paul could not do. First, in his heart he
bad anticipated the beauty of the new life. Hence the
new life was not entirely in the future. Secondly, Paul
did not blush because his future was built upon the
past. Our future is not a pious wish. Our future is
the first Easter in its fullest manifestation. Our sociology and our doctrine of the las:t things stand or fall
with the resurrection of the Christ.

Resurrection and Evil
The exiled Russian philosoph!er, Nicholas A. Berdyaev, has said, "Most of the theodicies, (rational explanations and justifications of evil) from Augus1tine
to Leibnitz, are not merely unsatisfactory, but downright shameful, for both God and man" (Christendom,
Spring, 1926, p. 422). It isi hard for mortals to realize
that God owes us no explanation of His deeds. The
clay may not say to the potter, "What doest thou"? At
the same time God has given us an explanation, but not
174.
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in a rational proposition. The resurrection teaches us
that God! Himself has given unto us a new type of life,
a new world in which evil is defeated. If one wishes
to know the heart and the mind of God, one must take
the entire work of redemption, the entire plan of salvation. We are risen with Christ.

Resurrection and the Individual
These convictions stated above force one conclusion upon every one who honestly named the name
of the Lord. In chapters two and three of the book of
Revelation, Christians were instructed to give their
lives to the Lord no matter what the cost. As the new
center Christ now insist& that the world be dead unto
us. Christ comes out of the grave; the world must
enter it forever. The carnal tendency would be to
imagine that a youthful martyr had been a failure.
Ohrist said, however, "I will in no wise blot out his
name out of the book of life." The carnal mind might
reason that compromise, just once a year an offer to
the emperor, might keep one longer in this world even
for one':s, Lord, but Christ retorts, "He that overcometh,
I will make him a pillar in the temple of my God, and
he shall go out thence no more." Our absolute center demands of us to fight the beasts at Ephesus. Any
compromise is a disguised denial. If Christ is the Sonof-God-in-power, by the resurrection, His, demands are
absolute.

An Hypothetical Disi11usion
Suppose the entire resurrection story is only a
legend? Paul makes this supposition merely to indicate the grim results such a disnlusion would have
upon us.
Positively, Ohristianity fails miserably in giving us
an absolutely new kind of life in which sin has no claim
upon us. Forever the joy of being called the sons of
God must vanish. The result is that we are the most
wretched of creatures. We are not the worst of creatures for the belief in the risen Lord may help oiff
etih1ics and may serve as a narcotic. The fact remains,
however, when we awake in the morning our sins, instead of our Lord, are with us. All our philosophy,
our Christianity, our future new world, our answer to
the question of evil, our personal sacrifices, return
to torture us after the opium dream of forgiveness
and freedom dies at the opening of the eternal day.
Negatively, the spectre of death with its absolute
power returns. Once more we are sold to thre bondage
of fear. We stand before our common foe of death
wondering and gaping. We must seek a new answer
to the question of death, for the old answer has
deceived us.
Shall we ask the psychologist what answer he can
give? He may tell us that as soon as the brain ceases
to function our consciousness disappears. This is the
new straw of hope we cling to. But - at best this is,
what happens on this side of the grave, for how can
the psychologist know whether or not consciousness depends upon the brain and the glands of the
body? Did he verify his theories with data from the
other side of the grave? If there is an eternity, naturally he cannot take it into 'his laboratory. Besides, if
we cannot tell whence consciousness came, how can
we tell whether or no it shall be destroyed? The psy-

chologist is an "outsider" to death, and, consequently,
gives us a spectator's point of view.
Perchance the thorough-going materialist has an
answer. We beg him to convince us that there is
nothing to fear. Our sins are buried in the grave,
and our dust flies in the eyes of our grandchildren.
The materialist looks upon the suffering patient. The
last gasp for breath has come. The heart stops beating. The person is gone forever. Still this cannot sat-.
isfy the religious soul. Is death the same as the final
. agonies of the dying? These may be only the symptoms of death hiding the real process of death itself.
The materialist as well as the psychologist is an "outsider." He, too, is a spectator.

Spiritist and Pragmatist
Undoubtedly the spiritist can help us in our distress.
He tells us that we are only spirits without bodies
working for our salvation to reach the seventh sphere
of the spiritual world. This suits our nature, for now
we know that we can heal our wounds. Jesus is in the
sixth sphere. If we follow the examples of those above
us we can be saved by example irnsitead of by the
despicable ;and human-degrading method of grace.
But
besides the humbug we know of, besidies the
fact that examples do not touch wicked hearts at all,
besides the errors the devil throws as dust in our eyes1,
we still have a chasm between the living and the dead.
Spiritism leaves unanswered the question why the
body must be defeated by death, and it cannot tell us
an)nthing better at times than the brandi of cigarettes a
spirit smokes. W'hat is worse, however, we know
nothing about the other world except through the
medium of a mortal. This medium was never there
himself. For all we know he may be identifying his
nervous make-up with the other realm.
Let us not ask the pragmatist, for he will tell us to
take a leap in the dark. This is foolish, for death seals
what we are in this life. Death seals and fixes our
hatred or our love to God eternally. These realities
are too great to surrender to the philosophy of chance.
Let us, however, take the time to ask our conscience.
Conscience makes cowards of us all, but places' us
before facts we cannot deny. The mystery of conscience is that it feels as soon as it meets God it shall
cry out, "Mountains fall upon me, hills1 cover me!"
In this life we hide behind excuses and! prejudiced
explanations. vVe know that at the judgment seat excuses shall be our very inquisitors torturing us as a
worm that dieth not. Then we are no longer
spectators,_
Our meagre knowledge of God's, power, our limited
knowledge as spectators, our guilty conscience; our
hopelessness are set over against the joy of knowing in
whom we have believed. This is the price we pay if
the disillusion is not hypothetical.

A Conquering Faith
By faith we change the supposition into adamantine
reality - now is Christ risen. We do not need to
remind each other of the unbroken testimony of the
new' life, nor of the unbroken warning to the worldi
from the days of the apostles to our very age. We
know that Stephen would not surrender himself for a
legend that could not have had time enough to come
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into circulation. In those days t:ihe story of the resurrection could easily be checked. One of the professors
in philosophy said to us in class one day that there is
no fact so well-attested as the fact of the resurrection
but that he did not believe it. His philosophy determined his bdstory. When Peter adldressed the multitudes he was only a stone's throw from the sepulchre.
He may even have pointed to the very grave while he
spoke of the risen Lord. Paul could sayi to Agrippa
that these things were not done in some secret corner.
Still Agrippas will be here as long as the world shall
last.

FORUM

Now is Christ risen! All other explanations of death
are of necessity spectator's explanations and as such
uS1eless. Jesus was not a spectator. Jesus was an "insider." Jesus entered death itself and turned the grave
inside out. Rightfully he tells us: Fear not, for this
is the grave. Then he points us to the empty sepulchre.
The lions before the pmtals are chained!. The prison
housre has no doors. The darkness of the tomb is
bright, for He entered the dlarkness, He entered the
prison, He entered the realm of fear, and drove his and
our enemies out. 0 death where is thy sting? 0
grave, where is thy victory?

DEATH ON A TREE
There's a cross whose deep shadow through ages has shone,
And a life was there offered to rescue my own;
It was one who had might over evil to win
Whose gracious atonement was made for my sin.
My lips are not worthy to murmur His name,
With wilful transgression I brought Him to shame;
He bore the world's scorn my Saviour to be,
For cursed is he who hangs on a tree.
When I picture my Saviour prepared to depart,
'Tis with tears that bespeak the deep awe in my heart;
I can never forget the cruel crown that He wore,
I tremble to think of the pain that He bore.
I know that His face lifted up to the skies,
While the light of forgiveness still shone from His eyes;
In the midst of a world where vengeance is rife
He welcomed a death that would give me a life.
I owe Him a debt I can never repay;
All my years cannot equal that one sacred day.
My life can't live down the death that He died,
And my deeds cannot alter the wound in His side.
But He asks not for gold to be brought to His throne;
He only requests that I meet Him alone
And present Him myself, a tribute to be
To a Saviour whose glory was death on a tree.

Litchfield1 Mich.
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CHRISTIAN TEACHING IN THE PUBLIC SCHOOL
A CONFESSION
Mark Fakkema, A.M.
General Secretary National Union of Christian Schools

EXT year it will be thirty years ago that the
N
writer began his intermittent teaching careerin the public ·s:chool. Born and raised in the United
States, a product of the public elementary school, a
teacher of the public school-as well as 1a teacher for
a number of years of the Christian school-the
undersigned may possess at least some of the qualifications which make for au appreciative understanding of the relative merits of teaching in public
1and Christian institutions.

Christian Teaching in the Public School

The Christian Spirit as the Spirit of Christ
In the first place I sinned in the way in which I
taught the Christian ·sipirit in the public institution.
What is the Christian spirit? Taken in its strict
sense it is the spirit which characterized the life and
death of our Lord Jesus Chrisit. What Wias I doing
when I sought to instill into my pupils the Christian
spirit? I was seeking to instill in the hearts and
minds of my boys and girls the spirit which characterized the perfect life and the sacrificial death of
our' blessed Lord. In doing this I was seeking to
impart something which was very close to our blessed
Lord-'something which was peculiar to Him. Just
1as His Hfe and His death were unique, so also His
Spirit was unique. Surely, the world (represented
in my public school) had, religiously speaking, nothing in common with the spirit of the Lamb of Gou
Who came to take away the ·sin of the world. The
world has no more claim on the Spirit of Christ radiating from His Person on the Cross than the soldiers
who nailed Him to the Cross had a moral claim on
Ohrist's1 garment.
But lest we appear too cryptic and too captious,
let us consider this subject in a more general way.

Let me describe my experience as teacher in the
public school: Being employed in a public institution in which the educational policy, the course of
study, the daily schedule, as well as the texts to be
used were State prescribed, and being employed in
an institution in which the work done had to be submitted to the periodic inspection of a county official,
it i'S1 plain that certain limits were set to my Christian
teaching.
According to the state law to which I had to subscribe in my written contract, I was not allowed to
teach Christ. Not having the slightest idea of what
it meant to "teach Christ," there was little danger
that I would make myself guilty of violating any
Christian Spirit as a World Influence
law on this ·s1core.
Although the soldiers who nailed Christ to the
Although I did not teach Christ, what did I teach
Cross did not have a moral claim on Christ's garof a "Christian character"?
ment, they did have a "legal" claim on it. In a forBeing a Christian I, in the first place, carried into
mal sense-according to Roman practice-the solthe class room and to the playground a Christian
diers became heir ·to this garment. And they were
spirit. I somehow felt that a Christian atmosiphere
greatly enriched thereby, for this garment being
pervading my class room and dominating the playwithout seam, was as valuable as it was unique.
ground would add an important olimatic element
So likewise in a formal sense the world has fallen
favorable to the cultivation of true character.
heir to the "Christian spirit." In a formal way this
In the second place, in so far as occasions presented has enriched life in general. Think of the hallowing
the~sielves, I taught the moral law. The Ten Cominfluence of the Christmas spirit pervading the land
mandments were the rules for the conduct of all at Yuletide. No other historical personage has so
attending my one-room school on the hill, for I firm- profoundly influenced the world for good.
ly believed that a 1life regulated by the law of our
To infuse the Christian spirit in the lives of our
Sovereign God would make for a better citizenry.
American youth in public schoolsi is to be engaged in
In the third' place, it was my desire that my pupils 1a ministry which is productive of a certain natural
should honor and glorify God in their life. By point- good. Imparting the Christian spirit wi11 no doubt
ing out the fallacy of the evolutionary theory, by bring a rich reward for this natural life. Just as
calling attention to the foct that the wonders of na- Jesus' garment had great value in social life of those
ture are the wonders of God's creation, by acknowl- days and in the economic mart of that time, so likeedging God as the One from whom all blesisings flow, wise the instilling of the Christian spirit has sociial
and by upholding the institutions associated with his and economic value. It has social value in that it
Holy Name-the church and Christian institutions of makes for charity and tolerance. And its economic
various kinds-I asisumed that •by such a God-cen- value extends far beyond commercializing Christian
tered instruction my pupils would be led to live lives fostl:ivals.
well pleasing to God.
But to capitalize on the spirit of our blessed Lord
'Vas I giving Christian instruction in this public and to seek to have it bear educational interest is
school'!
not giving Christian instruction, however desirable
This is a confession.
such practice may be when considered from the
I humbly confess my sin before God' in the manner natural standpoint. Teachers confined to imparting
in which I gave Christian instruction in the public the Christian spirit-whether they be in 1a public or
school.
private school-are no more engaged in giving Chris177
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tian instruction than the soldiers who parted the
Lord's garment were engaged' in practicing Christianity.
To be s1Ure, teachers seeking to instill the Christian
spirit are doing something which is closely related to
Christ and to the Cross. But was the work of the
soldiers in dividing Christ's garment not ciarried on
in the ·shadow of the Cross, and was it not like_wise
closely related to Christ's life and death? Let it be
understood once for all that all teaching which does
not include the teaching of Christ as the Lord and
Savior is unworthy of the name Christian. ·
But this is a confession. What we have done so
far is to state that we were in error. We thought
that by instilling the Christian spirit we were giving
Christian teaching in our public sch.ool :oom. As. a
matter of fact we were merelv cashmg m on Christ
as a world influence. We thought we were making a
contribution in a spiritual "~ay when in reality we
had been busying ourselves with the. accessorie~ of
Christianity making for a natural uplift only. Smee
we did this in ignorance, we perhaps may be pardoned.
1

Adding Insult to Error
But we did more than commit an error which
might be chargeable to ignorant neglect. I~ re1a!ity
we added insult to error. We must bear m mmd
that the soldiers really did not crucify the Lord.
I-and all the redeemed-nailed Christ to the Cross.
The nailing of Hi·s blessed body to the Cross was the
nailing of our sin to the tree. Oh, how we are humbly thrilled at this thought! How our heart goes out
to our blessed Lord in adoration 1and praise-not only
on Good Friday but at all times! Surely our tongue
breaks forth in open praise when we think of the
blessed fruits of the Cross!
It stands to reason that the soldiers could busy
themselves with Christ's garment without giving as
much as a kindly thought to Christ Who bequeathed
His garment to them. But it was inexcusable for. ~e
to seize upon the gene:rial by-products of Chr~st s
Cross and not honor Him from Whom all blesS!lngs
flow. Not to acknowledge Him and not to extol His
greatness before the class is tantamount to disowning
Him.
If it is a breach of ethics not to credit an author
when ushlg his ideas, surely we are sinning against
heaven's code of ethics if we who have been born of
the Spirit ciapitalize on the sprit of salvation without duly acknowledging the author of our salvation.
A Christian teacher-just as a Christian day 1laborer-must testify for his Lord when a proper occasion
presents itself. A Christian teacher-whether in the
public or in the Christian school-is face to face with
such 1an occasion when he sets himself to inculcate
the Christian spirit in the minds and hearts of our
American you th.
He who teaches the Christian spirit without teaching Christ teaches form robbed of itSI real essencehe offers to his hungry pupils husks for corn. More
than that, he who teaches the Christian spirit without teaching Christ as the Lord and Savior of mankind di'sihonors Christ by sinful omission. Of this
we have been guilty.

Teaching the Law of God
In the second place I must confess guilt in connection with my teaching of the law of God to the
children of my public school.
When I taught the moral law to the children in my
one-room public school I somehow labored under
the assumption that I was contributing to the spiritual uplift of the pupils. It was my ambition to see
mv pupils conform their conduct to the precepts of
G~d's holy law. In so far as I perceived -a certain
conformity to God's law I felt that the purpose of the
giving of the law had been attained.
How I deceived myself! What is worse-and here
I must hide my face in guilty 'Sihame-how I deceived the immortal souls of the children entrusted
to my care! In my insistence that they keep the
moral law, I deluded them to believe that in so far
as they kept the law it would be well with their soul!
I confess that in my teaching of the law, I misundersil:ood entirely the purpose of the law. I realize
now that God has given the law to sinners in order
that they may 1learn to see themselves in tlie mirror
of the holiness of God's law, so that perceiving that
they 1are sinners they may flee to Him who is the
Savior from sin.
It is evident that by my teaching the law to the
children of the world and by telling them that in so
far as they kept the law they were really "good"
boys and girls, I was defeating the purpose for which
God gave the law. The apos.tle Paul clearly tells us
that God gave the law in order that men may know
their sinfulness (by contrasting their sinful life with
the holy demands of the law) and thus be led to
Christ whose righteousness. alone makes us "good."
By telling the children that they could become
"good" by keeping the :law, I was in reality leading
the children away from Christ instead of to Christ;
for it is evident that in so far as we are "good" we
have no need of a Savior Who came to give us His
righteousness that we might be "good."
It must be clear that there can be no real teaching
of the moral law to pupils unless we by such teaching lead the pupHs. to Christ. All true teaching of
the moral 1law-if it is to be of any saving significance-is to lead those taught to the foot of the Cross.
To teach the law of God without pointing those
taught to Christ is missing the mark in matters
spiritual.
1

The Intent of the Moral Law
Every law student knows that first consideration
must be given to the "intent" of the 1aw.
What is the intent of the moral law?
Although the moral law has a "regulative" purpose for the children of God, itSi purpose for the children of the world is to lead them to Christ. (Gal.
3:24.) No conformity to the moral law on the part
of the worldling has any saving value. Accordingly,
if I as 1a teacher of children of the world would observe the intent of the moral law, I must use the law
not as a means to make my pupi1ls "good" but on the
contrary to make them ·see that they are "bad."
After the pupils see that they are sinners, it becomes
my duty to point them to Christ who saves us from
our sins. UnlesSi I do this I have not taught the moral
law as to its divine intent.
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Since it is evMent that one would break one's contract as a teacher in the public school if one seeks to
lead one's pupils to Christ, it is quite impossible to
teach the moral law in the public school as God intended that it should be taught to the world.

The Moral Law as Civic Righteousness
But what about teaching children that they should
not steal, murder, commit adultery, etc., in the public
school? To see educational value in teaching 'Such
moral precepts is to see value even in the husks of
God's moral law. To be sure, much temporal good
can be derived from such teaching. The moml law
is indeed a good guide for conduct. Honesty is indeed the best policy. Those who keep it in this Hfe
-apart from accepting Christ as their Savior-do
well. Those who disregard it will suffer the consequences in thi'S· life, and if they disregard the "divine
intent" of the law (which is to lead them to Christ)
they will suffer likewise in the life to come.
From what has been said it is plain that by teiaching the law of God without teaching Christ,. I-instead
of making a spiritual contribution-was actually
leading my children not to Chri's1t but away from
Him. May God forgive!

Teaching Pupils to Glorify God
In the third place I must confess my guilt in regard
to the manner in which I taught my pupils to honor
and glorify God in my teaching in the public school.
When I taught the children of the world that they
should honor and glorify God in His marvelous creation, I assumed that all mankind could honor and
praise God. I at that time did not know that "He
that honoreth not the Son honoreth not the Father
that sent him" (John 5 :23). I was not aware of the
fact that Jesus is "the door," and that "no one cometh unto the Father, but by me (Christ)."
I now realize the futility of my efforts: I sought to
have my pupils honor the Father when they had not
as yet le1arned to honor the Son as their Lord and
Savior. In so doing I attempted the impoS'sdble, for
we know that those who "are in the flesh cannot
please God." (Rom. 8:8.)
But this is not all. I now humbly confess that I
misdirected immortal souls regarding their greate'st
task and their highest privilege. In assuming that
they could "please God," I virtually tiaught them that
they could glorify God without accepting Christ and
His redemption. In so doing I not ·only misguided
thes1e whom I should' guide aright, but I virtually
called Him a liar Who said, "He that honoreth not
the Son honoreth not the Father." May I be forgiven!

Mistaking Form for Essence
In closing we wish to call attention to Dr. Henry
Van Zy1l's keen arnalysis of present day education.
The article appeared in the January (1937) issue of
THE CALVIN FORUM. It i's entitled, "The Disease of
Institutionalism in Our Schools." How true the
charges which the writer hurls in the face of modern
education-artifidialHy, formalism~ intellectualism!
In truth, we have confused "form and essence, •appearance and reality."
What we have tried to do .in this article is: to point
out how we, and no doubt many Christian teachers

with us, have fallen victims to the same general disease considered from the viewpoint of Christiian
teaching.
We have too often mistaken form for essence. We
have mistaken the teaching of Christianity for the
teaching of Christ. Some of us actually thought that
we could do more good in teaching Christianity without teaching Christ than those who teach Christ and
Christi1anty !
Dr. Van Zyl has 'siOunded a most timely warning
when he writes: " .... if a minister preaches a dead
and cold orthodoxy, religion is lost; if the teacher is
teaching only subject matter, the student is lost; ....
and if 'Society worships school machinery, education
is lost."
If we may, we would add just this: If in the schools
of our country we teach a Christianity without Christ,
our country is lost.

THE LANCE, ENTERING
The water shimmered dully in the dusk
As if tremulous, and eager for the me~sage
Of Pilate's warmly moist and nervous hands.
This judge in Israel, sitting loftily
Before the unassuming Nazarene.
In the stilly hush of silence,
Through heavy sweat-drenched air,
He announced his absolution,
And took a basin, this chief in IsraelPontius Pilate is his name, washer of hands,
Soother of the people and obedient public servant.
He knew his debt to man-and perhaps to God.
But God was a distant creditor.
"My hands are clean-":
Smooth, clean hands, sanitary to the touch,
And neutral, not raised in condemnation,
But primly clasped 'neath unctuous folds of
office.
It seems familiar, this rabble crowd,
This fateful scene, these folded hands;
Somewhere I have met this shivering soul,
Thin-clad in meager cloak of holy awe;
This camouflage of righteousness
And sly-eyed fear of crises and decisions.
It seems familiar-fearfully familiarLike troubled dreams that haunt my memory.
Yet it cannot be. I have not lived
In Pilate's day: I know no soul save mine.
Mine! Mine? - Is mine the Pilate-soul I know?
0 shocking, searing, pointed lance
Of right or truth or God or Christ!
Beneath this nonchalantly fluent life
It penetrates my flimsy soul
And wakes me, shakes me, chills me through ...
For it's a bad dream this-that my soul
Is patterned after Pilate's own.
Either a bad dream-or a vision.
CORNELIUS VAN ZWOLL.

CALVINISM AND PREMILLENNIALISM
R. I. Campbell
Toronto, Canada

s the advance forces of that sysrtem of so-called
A
Christian thought popularly known as Modernism appear to be in retreat, the time may be propitious for a re-valuation of the Calvinistic system of
religious b~lief in order to ascertain if it is adequate,
as an interpretation of the revealed will of God, to
meet the needs of the present age, and to exclude from
its bounds those who would proclaim another Gospel
.than that which Paul preached.
Many difficulties attend such! an appraisal but the
principal one seems to be that there exist within professed Calvinism two major conflicting parties, each
claiming to present the more consistent interpretation
of Scripture and of Calvinism, while holding views of
truth more divergent from each other than those
which separate any of thie major historic divisions of
Protestantism.
The recent revival of Calvinism has resulted in the
publication of much appreciative material. Perhaps
the time is ripe for some serious self-criticism. As in
the case of Christianity itself, Calvinism may be in
more hazard from its professed friends than from its
open enemies. Still more <llamaging may be the apathy
of true friends'. Worse still, perhaps, an attitude of
self-complacency on the part of its most brilliant exponents. Both in the spheres of Biblical interpretation
and of Christian conduct, no well-informed Christian
will deny that there remains much land to be possessed.
I

After four hundred years of Calvinism there exisrt
many groups of Christians each claiming to be Calvinistic, and each differing from the others on one or
more s•pecific points of doctrine or polity. Differences
of opinion exist on such questions as baptism, public
worship, ecclesiastical polity, the offices of the ministry,
the observation of the Sabbath and of annual festival
days, andi many similar questions'. These destroy or
hinder the fellowship and cooperation of those who
oflherwise agree on the fundamental doctrines of the
Christian faith.
Calvinists may be Episcopalian, Presbyterian, Methodist, Congregational, Baptist or non-denominational.
If Calvinism is a complete system consistent with itself
and with the Scriptures, why, it may reasonably be
asked, does the number of these groups appear to increase rather than diminish? Is Calvinism a system so
flexible that it can consistently include this great variety of opinions and practices?

II
'Dhe variety of opinions just alluded to, represents,
let us say, vertical planes separating the Calvinists of
diiff erent denominations. A much more seriouSJ if not
so obvious devisive factor must now be noticed. This
runs like a horizontal plane separating each of these
groups into two classes, each clasSJ differing from the
other class within the same group on points more farreaching in their implications than any of the differences already noted.

This new divisive factor is Premillennialism.
Modern profesised Calvinism can be separated into
two clearly defined parties, Premillennialists and Nonpremillennialists.
We said that Calvinists are dividled vertically or
denominationally. These groups are split again on the
Premillennial question, so that we find in the same
group, whether Presbyterian, Baptist or Anglican, both
Premillennialists and Non-premillennialists. In other
words, this new cause of division has virtually multiplied by two the number of parties among those who
profess to be Calvinists.
As there exists much confusion as to what Premillennialism really means it may be well to look at it
from an angle other than that generally taken. Some
say that it deals only with future things, wiflh the unfulfilled predictions of Scripture. Is this view correct?
Before we can study future things, we must first of
all isolate the unfulfilled predictions. These can be
understood only after they have been identified and
separated from those already fulfilled. Predictive
prophecy is not pre-written history. Much of it is
couched in ihlighly figurative language. Man stands
humbled before its majesty and its mysitery.
Before we can identify and separate the fulfilled
from the unfulfilled predictions we must first of all
understand the fulfilled predictions and fit them into
their proper place in history. This is where the true
conflict lies, not in the interpretation of unfulfilled
prophecy. If we can :idlentify and understand the fulfilled predictions1, the Premillennial controversy will
disappear. We are still a long way from this desirable
goal.
Before we can possibly understand fulfilled prophecy we must first ascertain just where the New Tesfament writers stood and where we stand in the prophetic
.picture. Let us, however, suppose that we have succeeded"' in identifying and understanding fulfilled
propecy. We must now take the unfulfilled predictions andi proceed to classify them as to whether they
are conditional or unconditional, earthly or heavenly,
or both, Jewish or universal, symbolic, parabolic, literal, and so forth. Only when we have thus accurately
identified and classified them may we proceed with our
attempt at explicit interpretation'. Further, it remains
a moot question whether in fact such! a task is possible
before the fulfillment. It all depends on what is the
true purpose of predictive prophecy. But supposing
again that an explicit interpretation is now possible,
any attempt to do so apart from the procedure iust
outlined would necessarily be futile. It is to be fear~d
that much labor spent today in prophetic invesrtigation
is for that reason wasted effort.
All parties are assumed to be dependent on the Holy
Spirit's help in their approach to the prophetic Scripture. This, however, surely does not take the place of
careful study, honest investigation and consecrated
scholarship.
Now, to be consistent, we must apply the particufar
method of interpretation we propose to adopt to all
Scripture impartially and not merely to the predictive
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prophecies. In other wordls, the key whidhl will open nary in a sixty-page article which appears in a recent
figurative prophecy will also open the symbolic, the issues of Bibliotheca Sacra, the official organ of that
parabolic, the poetic and the allegorical Scripture gen- Seminary.
erally. Conversely, the key which opens up the symRecent issues of the Sunday School Times indicate
bolic or parabolic passages generally must be used! to clearly that that influential journal has adopted the
open up the prophecies which are couched in these Dispensational siystem.
·
same figures of speech. Now the Premillennialist uses
It adds materially fo the difficulties which surround
a key different from that used by the Non-premillen- our study when we learn that some Non-premillenarian
nalist. Each method of necessdty leads to entirely and Dispensational writers use the terms Premillendifferent results.
nial and Dispensational .as synonymous. Some of both
Premillennialism, then, instead of dealing only with classes of writers appear to agree that Dispensationfuture things, deals with all Prophecy, affects directly alism is the most self-consisitent form of Premillena large part of the content of the Bible, and indirectly nialisim. The question arises, Are these writers fair to
those Premillenarians who repudiate the extremes of
a mudh larger part.
Dispensationalism?
The answer may, however, be
Non-premillennialists generally take the position
found
in
a
reply
which
the present writer received
that many of the Old Testament predictive prophecies
relating to Israel have been fulfilled in the Chrisitian from a Presbyterian scholar who is also a PremilteChurch and that God's redemptive purposes for man- narian. The question was, Do you know of any Presbykind will be fulfilled during the present dispensation terian Premillennialisit who has in print repudiated the
through the agencies and methods now available to the Scofield Reference Bible and defined his own position
Church. Premillennialists, on the other hand, or most on this question as opposed to that system? The reply
of them, take an entirely different position. They was, "I am afraid that I cannot mention any." It
assert that the predictions1 relating to the earthly Mes- should, however, be said that this correspondent does
sianic Kingdom and to Israel will be fufillled onlyi after himself repudiate some of the teaching of that system.
If these representations are correct - and ample
the secondl advent of Christ, in some future age or
printed
evidence exists that they are - then it is
dispensation. Much confusion, therefore, exists among
obvious
that
there exist two radically differing schools
Calvinists in the understanding of all Scripture resultof theology within Calvinism, two mutually contraing from these conflicting positions.
Whether then Calvinism be considered as a system dictory systems, one of which musit be destructive of
of theological belief or a method of interpreting the the other.
Scriptures, it may reasonably be asked, IS! Calvinism
IV
wide enough to embrace these conflicting positions?
Let us put it another way. The dhlief puripose of a
Let us now look again at the Premillenarians who
system of theology we take to be the more explicit say that they repudiate the "Dispensational" extremes.
formulation of Christian truth in order to make it Hitherto we have en<l~avored to present Premillenmore readily understood and more effectively applied. nialism merely as one of two mutually conflicting sysNow the fact emerges that many of both of the parties tems of interpretation within Calvinism. It will be
we have been discussing accept the Calvinistic system necessary now to go a step further and to consider
as formnlatedl in the Westminster Standards.
Premillennialism not only or merely as a method of
interpreting Scripture, but also as a method of interIII
preting Christianity and the Gospel itself.
We shall consider in the briefest possible manner
It is obvions that tlb:e methods which we use to interthe
respective positions of Premillennialism and Nonpret the prophetic Scriptures must be used also, as
premillennialism
in relation to the Gospel which is the
already noted, to interpret the other parts of Scripture
basis
of
the
Christian
Church and era.
which are conched in corresponding language. DifferThere is but one Gospel. Paul says to the Galatians
ent methods of interpretation must lead to different
results in the understanding of the prophetic, poetic, that there are some who would pervert the Gospel of
symbolic and parabolic passages. This is just what Christ and adds, "Though we or an angel from heaven,
has happened. Some Premillennialists• have arrived preach any other gospel unto you than that which we
at even more far-reaching conclusionsi which appear to have preached unto you, let him be accursed." This
extend even to the central and! essential doctrines of he repeats in the next sentence. This then is1 the Gospel
the Christian Faith. Those who accept these wider 'Ve mean. The Gospel which the Apostles preached,
implications of Premillennialism we shall call Dis- its content, its purpose andi its fruits in time.
The two conflicting positions or estimates of this
pensa tionalisits.
Those who are in close touch with! recent happen- Gospel within professed Calvinism, it is believed, may
ings in Calvinistic circles in the United States know be expressed somewhat generally as follows:
that the claims of certain exponents of DispensationNon-premillennials without exception look upon
alism that they are true to the historic Reformed Faith, the Gospel, together witihi the supernatural agencies
yea even that they present the most cons~stent inter- always at the disposal of the Chll!l"ch, as the only inpretation of Scripture and of Calvinism, are now being strumentality necessary to bring about the conversion
disputed by various Calvinistic sdholars. It is there- of mankind and the establishment of the earthly Mesfore not our purpose here to deal with that system sianic Kingdom in its fullest predicted earthly maniexcept to say that a detailed examination of its teach- festation. (Earthly in the sense of the existing coning would involve all Scripture. This1 is freely ad- stitution and order of terrestrial life.) Prior to the
mitted by the President of Dallas Theological Semi- final appearance of Christ to put an end to this present
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world order they neither looked for nor expected a
supernatural interposition any other than such as has
been operating throughout the Chrisitian era. They
believed that the Gospel is perfect and all-sufficient for
its destined purpos~, but that the Church has utilized
only to a very limited extent the means and agencies
at her disposal.
The Premillenarian position, on the other hand,
seems to be that the Gospel, including all the means
and agencies at the disposal of the Church, was never
dlesigned to be the instrument of bringing the world to
the feet of Christ. It is but another dispensation similar if superior to the Mosaic dispensation and will give
place at the second Advent to the Kingdom Age or
Dispensation during which our Glorified Redeemer
shall in person return to earth to fulfil those prophecies
yet to be fulfilled on earth prior to the final winding
up of the present order of terrestrial life.
If this is a true representation of thie opposing
positions in relation to the Gospel, we are confronted
with an amazing phenomenon: a specific system of
Biblical interpretation lends itself to two entirely contradictory views on the central theme and the earthly
purpose of the Christian Faith.
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Obviously there is a mistake s-0mew'here. Either
Calvinism is quite inadequate as an interpretation of
the revealed will of God, or Premillennialism cannot
be consistent Calvinism. The Premillennial and Nonpremillennial approach to Scripture necessitates different interpretations for a large part of the Bible.
This is admitted by well-informed Premillenarians.
"The term Premillennial conveys the thought that
Christ comes before the Millennium. In reality Premillennialism becomes a dominating feature of interpretation, since it bears on the whole divine program
from its beginning to its end. As well might it be
argued that though the sun rises in the morning it
will neither be preceded by darknes& nor accompanied
by light as to contend that Christ will come to the
earth again, as the Scriptures relate that coming to all
that precedes it and all that follows, without causing
the most stupendous change,s." Dr. L. S. Chafer in
Bibliotheca Sacra, Vol. 93, p. 394.)
The chasm which separates these two positions
within professed Calvinism seems to be wider and
deeper than any which separates historic Calvinism
from either Lutheranism or Arminianism.

THE FARMERS' UNION
John G. Van Dyke, Th. M.
Minister FirS't Christian Reformed Church, Grand Haven, Michi,qan

" W . E farmers will never be able to do any worth-

while cooperative work until we have learned
not to be jealous and suspicious of each other.'' Thus;
a prominent Minnesota farmer expressed himself a
few years ago to the writer of this article. The setting for this; statement was provided by a conversation in which two elements were emphasized. The
first one was of course the desperate economic condition of the farmer. The second was the fact that
a farmer is apt to be individualistic because of the
type of labor he performs;. His work is, unlike that
of shop workers, store clerks, etc., such that he is
quite independent. He personally determines what
to do and how to do it.
Now, without a doubt, the farmer has the right to
determine the number of acres to be plowed, the
seed to be ·mwn, the hours of dinner and supper, the
make of machinery to be used, the breed of cattle to
purchase. But according to our Minnesota farmer,
this very birth right of the soil's ti1lers constitutes
an obstacle in the way of united, co-operative effort.
Asi long as prices of farm products were in some
measure sufficient for the .needs of the producers,
this individualistic tendency did not show its evil
consequences. But the moment prices of farm produced goods1 slumped and prices of farm consumed
goods remained as high as ever, that moment the
•agricultural problem cam.e to the fore. At the same
time the need for cooperation was most urgently
demonstrated.
What to do about the problem? Answers were
given by many persons. AnsiWers were given a•lso
by organizations. Among these was and is the Farm
Union. It gives the most aggressive answer of them

all. This1 aggressive response, however, in turn gave
rise to this problem, "What position should ·a Christian agriculturist take over against the Farm Union?"
A brief discussion of this farmers;' organization may
he helpful in finding an answer.

Name and Organization
The full name of the Union is: "F1armers' Educational and Co-operative Union of America.'' It was
founded in 1902 in the state of Texas. Since its
organization it has grown into "the most militant,
powerful, and influential body of organized farmers
in the entire United States.'' (Foreword to the Constitution.)
Time cha:riacterized it as "aggressive,
radical.''
It was under the vigorous leadership of John A.
Simpson, a native of Nebraska, that the Farmers"
Union began to expand and develop into the "most
militant" farmer organization. He it was who went
up and down the land, arousing the farmers to action
by his eloquent speeches. His prodding was not in
vain. He got action. So important he has been to
the Farmers' Union that in the 1934 National Convention 1and again in the '35 Convention the recommendation was made "to celebrate the Fourth of
July, not only as our national birthday but also as
the birthday of our late president John A. Simpson.''
The Union is composed of its officers, s;tate unions,
and county and local unions not organized into state
unions. Its president is E. H. Everson of South
Diakota and itSi present secretary, J. M. Graves of
Oklahoma City.
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Principles
The underlying principles of the Union are in the
main these: systematized methods of production,
and co-operative effort in the distribution of the
same to the consumers. Alongside of thiSi is another
principle, nameJy that of Brotherhood. The Union
proposes to strive for "harmony and good-will among
all mankind and brotherly love among ourselves."
Note well that the element which our Minnesota
friend said was; keeping farmers from concerted
action is here brought in. As a matter of fact, the
charter of 1902 said that the purpose of the "Union"
was to be "fraternal" and to "initiate members." The
constitution accordingly speaks of "initiation." In
the by-la~s (13 :5) it is declared that any member
who "shall disclose or divulge secrets of the Union
to anyone not entitled to receive them ....... upon
conviction shall he expelled from the Union." New
members "sincerely promise with a firm and steadfas;t resolution to keep" all that the "Union" stands
for. As to religion, the constitution does not bar any
person because of his religious views (4, section 5)
but the by1aws (art. 13, section 14) expres;sly declare
that "nothing of a religious mature shall be discussed
in the Union." Violation of this rule may bring
expulsion at the second offense.
Summing up the principleSi of the "Union" we may
say that the fundamental farmer problems are recognized and a solution indicated, along the lines of
co-operation, prompted by love for each other. But
since religion is barred from ~he organization, the
real motive of co-operation, namely, a heart born
again from above, seeking the welfare of others, is
lacking.

The Programme
Radical, drastic, and wide in scope is the Farmers'
Union program. There is first of all: reform. To
mention some items: money-reform, 0alling for a
Central Bank owned, operated, and controlled exclusively by the government; nationalization of currency and credit; remonetization of silver; issuance
of non-interest-bearing currency to pay the National
Debt; limiting the amount any one may inherit,
to one-half million dollars; opposition to compulsory military training; opposition to large appropriations for war-preparation; etc., etc. These reforms
are, of course, to be carried out by the Congress of
the U. S. A. To that end the "Union," "maintains a
legislative representative in Washington during the
entire session of congress." Naming these facts is
sufficient to show their radical nature.
The program calls furthermore for sellingcooperatives, and for buying cooperatives. In order
that the farmer-members may overcome their inherent prejud'ice, education toward cooperation is indicated. The farmer must be made to see the viaih1e of
concerted action. The type oLcooperatives intended
is that which waSi originated in Rochdale, England,
in 1844 among the flannel weavers. In England it
was a great success. There the cooperative assimilated the functions of the Bank, and expanded into
many shops, factories, library, reading rooms, •and a
hospital. It is interesting to note that the Farmers'
Union even now has •a cooperative Hospital in Elk
City, Oklahoma., which at this writing is in danger
of being deprived of its chief ·surgeon, Dr. M. Shadid.
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Geese Know Enough to Organize
As to an evaluation of the Farm Union, let it be
said once for all, that the condition of agriculture
has been bad, very bad. No one who knows anything
about the farmer's plight will deny "that something
ought to be done." Without any question, a hard
working farmer has an economic right to an income
adequate to the needs of his family. No Calvinist,
nor any thinking, Christian m an, would expect the
cultivators of the soil to fabor and toil long, weary
days and finally have no income, no source of inc01ne, no home.
Just as emphatically it must be stated that when
one group of people is oppressed by another group
of people within the same rnation the duty of the
government is to come to the succor of the oppressed.
The government has a God-given duty to maintain
justice for all.
True it is also that in co-operation there is strength.
The National Union Farmer of October 11, 1936, in a
cartoon entitled, "Not So Dumb," depicts a flock of
geese flying in V-formation. Two farmers 1are seen
to observe the geese, and the one remarks to the
other: "Even geese know enough to organize!" Correct. Farmers should learn to see that through organization, obstacles may be overcome.
1

Equal Justice for All
But the Organization should consistently and persistently apply the standards of equal justice for an
groups. Now it appears that the Farm Union tacitly
proceeds upon the assumption: Big Industry, Big
Business, Big Capital is so organized that we are oppressed-we shall fight them with their own weapons.
Over against their organization we place ours. We
shall release only certain amounts of products until
we get a price consistent with our needs. But, who will
guarantee~supposing the Union's plans were completely realized-that prices would not be forced
higher and higher? Who determines and will determine "cost-of-production"? All monopolies carry
within their progiiam the danger of excessive prices.
Again, like other powerful groups, so the Uniou
insists upon buying at cost. A case in point is the
Fertilizer Trust. It has set the price of nitrate at
$35-$40 per ton. The Union wants Cougress to start
the proper machinery by which Muscle Shoals can
be operated, and fertHizer ·sold at cost. (31st Convention; Resolution 23.) All the way through, the
Union program is the same as that of groups antagonistic to the farmer's interest.
It is well to point out here that in our age there is
a tendency to unload the responsibilities of groupindividuals upon the central government. "National
Planning" is a catch-phrase. It is an attempt to protect the individrnal against his own weakness and
lack of ability to cooperate with individuals of the
same group. If I desire to do some fancy skating
and fail, the modern thing to do is: cry out about the
poor product put out by skate manufacturers, and
criticize the ice.

Farm Holiday and Radicalism
December 26, 1936, in Omaha, Nebraska, 1a meeting
was held of the various State Farmer's Union organizations and members. For what purpose? Because
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of the friction between the Farmers' Union cooperative enterprises and the Farmers' Union which gave
them birth. To quote the words of the president,
because of "prejudice, suspicion, and jealousies."
Well, there you are.
Again-there you are. Social Reform, National
Reform, Economic Reform,-it is of no avail if the
group is divided. The old Romans used to say:
Divide and Rule. That saying was inspired by experience, by obserVJation. And the observation has
a universal application. (By the way-though the
peculiar type of work of a farmer tends to emphasize
lack of cooperation on his part, he has no monopoly
on it.)
A very serious objection against the Farmers'
Union is its sympathy with the so-called "F1arm Holiday." "Resolved that we recommend to our membership the serious consideration of the methods and
efforts of the National Farmers' Holiday Association,
to arouse public sentiment against the injustice to
agriculture." (Resol. 17, Convention 31.) The "Holiday" is known by its "strikes" in Iowa 1and elsewhere.
How well we remember the words of Milo Reno, "If
Roosevelt makes a misstep we will fight him just as
hard as Hoover. We'll come down harder than ever."
How well we remember the radicalism of the
"strikes."
In fine, the Farmers' Union is radical in its program. Too radical.

The Duty of Christian Farmers
The duty of Christian farmers is clearly indicated.
They have what it takes to cooperate. A nature that
is born from above is capable of merging its efforts

with those of others, in united endeavors. If ever
there was a time that 1all Christians-not only the
farmers-should stand shoulder to shoulder, it is
today. Can it be that worldly-mindedness in the
form of non-cooperation is keeping Christians apart?
Farmers, if there is one fourth of the total number
.of farmers really CHRISTIAN, you can and will, in
dependence upon your God, unite, and cooperate.
You will draw upon the power of the Almighty God,
Creator of aU things. Engage the best legal talentstrictly Christian-and the most competent economists-strictly Christian-for your guidance. Cooperate with other groups composed of people who, like
you, seek justice but who do not glean their income
from 1actual farming. There are Christian workingmen. There are Christian business men. There are
even Christian industrialists. Then, in an orderly
way, starting from the bottom-that is among yourselves-work upward and in concert with the other
Christian groups. Seek to place your cause in the
hands of Christian Statesmen, if the need is indicated. But it may be countered, we are hopelessly
in the minority. That is only partly true. As far as
numbers are concerned, yes. But God is with us.
That changes the picture completely. So organized
we will discover that there will be great power in
·our efforts. We are in the world, but we can not
1and we will not be of the world. What i s more,
there are many occasions that you will be able to lend
your support to sound measures advocated by socalled neutral organizations which further your purposes, without identifying yourselves with them.
Christian cooperation among individuals of the
same group, reaching out in an ever-widening circle
to other Christian groups, is the antid'ote against all
radicalism and insures justice for all concerned.
1

THE CHURCH AND THE SECTS
A COMPARISON OF CONCEPTS
John Bovenkerk
Minister First Reformed Church, Muskegon, Michigan

N the realm of religion there are primary things and
secondary things; essential and non-essential.
IThere
is an indispensable bod'y: of truth that constitutes the very backbone and marrow of such a religion,
and there are more or less related beliefs the value of
which is secondary. Things primary characterize the
religion as such and when those essential things are
minimized and the secondary things are magnified, the
whole nature of a religion is changed. Should this
kind of substitution continue, the inevitable result
would be a pseudo-religion.
Every religion has a struggle for its own existence.
Christianity, the only true religion, is not exempted
from this. All the so-called great world religions, Mohammedianism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Confucianism,
Shdntoism, have to contend with sectarianism and
sects, because in each of them there exists an essential and historical orthodoxy that constitutes the very
heart of such a religion. Christianity, far from being
an exception to the rule, is engaged in a continuous

and serious battle with groups that reveal a tendency
to adulterate the faith once delivered to the saints. This
is one of the solemn tasks of the church militant. "Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits
whether they be of God: because many false prophets
are gone out into the world."
The purpose of this article on "The Chiurch and the
Sects" is to offer a definition of terms, a comparison of
concepts. In a later contribution the attitude of the
Church to the sects will be discussed.

The Church -

What Church ?

It is imperative that the terms used be defined: in
fact, carefully defined. There is still considerable confusion as to what is meant by the Christian Church.
The Roman Catholic Church claims with high presumption to be the Mother Church. With amazing
boldness she proclaims to be the true church; all that
is outside of her jurisdiction is false. Every Prates-
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tant denomination is but one of a variety of sects, and,
because there is no unity among them, their case is
hopeless.
Let usi remind ourselves that the claim of the Roman Catholic Church of being The Church of Christ
and His Apostles rests chliefly on the two fallacies of
Apostolic Succession and Papal Hierarchy. The exclusiveness of Roman Catholicism is to a large extent
ecclesfastical. We, Protestants, protest against the
dictum of the Roman Church. The catholicism of the
Christian Church is both widler and deeper. Primarily,
it does not lie in an ecclesiastical "union," but in the
fundamental "unity" of faith as embodied in the
creeds of Christendom. The sweeping claim of the
Roman Church is narrow and superficial; it does not
touch the heart of Christianity: Biblical orthodoxy.
Anathematizing Protestant Denominations as sects is
a gross absurdity and a reflection of the tottering foundation upon which the so-called Mother Church has
been building the blouse of her exclusive catholicism.
But the Roman Church is not the only offender. Is
Dean Inge correct, when he says: "Protestantism is a
passing phase in the development of religion, unless
we can come to some catholicity"? That Protestantism
is a passing phase until the church militant becomes
the church triumphant needs no comment; but to assert that there is a crying need for "some catholicity"
sounds like a denial of the existing catholicity of the
Christian Church in spite of its pluriformity. Dean
Inge is not the only one who looks' askance at Denominationalism. Of late years there have been many who
have taken an apologetic attitude toward Protestantism.

Denominations God-Willed
Some, though they would not for the world be classified with the Roman Church, have nevertheless openly
dclared that Denomiationalism is really nothing but
sectarianism. Anything dlistinctly Reformed or Calvinistic arouses the scorn of those critics. That the
terms "Reformed" and "Calvinistic" may have their
rightful place in the architecture of the edifice of
Chrisitianity, just as Corinthian pillars and capitals and
Gothic entrances and doors in a cathedral, does not
seem to occur to them. Reformed! Calvinistic!
What a conceit! How narrow-min:ded! \Vhy, that is
sectarian! The tragic fact is that there are not a few
. "leading lights" in Protestantism who have little or
no denominational consciousness. Some of them dream
out loud of a United Protestant Church and lose interest in their own well-established church. Their concept of The Christian Church is an: idealistic one, but
practically and essentially the same as that of the Roman Church: one ecclesiastical body.
The solution of our initial problem - defining the
term "The Church" - is not found in: the presumptuous claim of the Roman Church, nor in the nonexistent United Universal Protestant Church swimming in the fertile imagination of the New Theology
Millennialists. The concept of "The Church" stands
for a reality. It exists. It exists in the pluriformity
of the Church: "E pluribus unum." Denomiationalism
per se is no more an evil than the variety of life in nature or the variety of nations that constitute the human race: in fact, it is God-willed. Historically, De-

nominationalism has proven itself constructive; it has
vitalizedi and enriched the Church. There is, of course,
a sinful and selfish group-consciousness much in evidence among some nations today, but that does not
warrant the nation that Nationalism as such is an evil.
The same comparison applies to the Church. Christ
is still in the Christian Church. The fundamental
truths of the Bible are still in the confessional standards of the historic churches. The confession of "The
Holy, Catholic Church" is still in order. The concept
of "The Church" is embodied in the aggregate of Christians, who, in the fell ow ship of their own established
churches, adhere to the cardinal doctrines of the Scriptures and put into practice the Biblical principles and
precepts pertaining to the Christian Church as a divine
institution with its definite, God-ordained observance
of the means of grace.

Creedal Revision

vs. Dead Conservatism

This does not mean that "The Church," so conceived
of, is perfect, either in doctrine or life; but a church
to be a church must declare and practice conformity to
the Biblical requirements. Strictly speaking, there are
no true and false churches', for as soon as a church
leaves the pathway of historical orthodoxy it ceases
to be a church. Doctrinal deflections and ecclesiastical
excrescences are present in every historic church; but,
on the other hand, the Holy Spirit leads in the direction of continuous refomation. And this needs emphasis in our day. There is, for example, a static conservatism that sidesteps revision and amplification of
the creed. Historical orthodoxy, however, demands
development. The confessional standards may never
be regarded as the last word spoken. Cessation of
growth spells d~ath. There lies a virtual denial of the
presence of the quickening Spirit in that complacent
attitude to leave the creeds alone. Dead conservatism
is not a virtue. The present-day challenge for creed revision needs to be met, lest it be said that theology has
become senile. Archaic language must be modernized
with the conservation of divine truth. The emphasis
on antiquated controversies must give place to a new
emphasis on the Biblical position of the Church over
against the heresies of the living present. The duty of
seeking constantly and prayerfully an ever clearer expression of the Christian truth is imperative. "The
Church" must be genuinely progressive and "up to
date," first of all in its confessional standards and consequently in its manifold activities' pertaining to education an'd evangelization.
This holy, catholic church, as we conceive of it, in
contradistinction from the sects, therefore, bears the
unmistakable characteristic of historical-Biblical orthodoxy, th'e orthodoxy that recognizes the presence
and guidance of the Holy Spirit through the centuries
and today in the continuity of divine truth: the indispepnsable fundamentals of Christianity.
Let us now attempt to define the term "The Sects."

The Sects -

What Are They?

The derivation of the word "sect" from the Latin
"secta," meaning mode, manner, method or way, does
not help very much in forming an adequate conception. In the wider sense, a sect is a specific school
of thought in philohophy or religion.
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In the Scriptures the word appears only five times•;
exclusively in the Book of Acts. There it is applied
once to the Sadducees, twice to the Pharisees, and
twice to the followers of the Way. Tertullus accuses
the great exponent of Christianity, Paul, of being a
"pestilent fell ow" andl a "ringleader of the sect of the
Nazarenes" (Acts 24:5). The Jewish leaders in Rome
- unbelievers, they - give expression to their prejudice: "for as concerning this sect, we know that everywhere it is spoken against" (Acts 28:22). With
haughty disdain the aristocratic Jews look down on
the disciples of Christ and brand them as a group of
pestilent upstarts. How scathingly sarcastic! That
Jewish attitude is not difficult to understand considering their apostacy from genuine Judaism. In the light
of historical development, however, the tables· are
turned: the Judaism of that day was sectarian, whereas those whom they maligned .constituted the continued
Church.
In the narrower terminology of the word - and we
are directly interested in it - a sect, religiously, means
a group of people who subscribe to a creed essentially
different from the accepted faith of the esfaolished
church, or again, a group upholding practices radically departing from the customary observance by the
historical church. Characteristic of the sects are the
adjectives "heretical" and "schismatic." The sect registers its dissent from historic orthodoxy and, cutting
loos'e from the established church, sets up for itself.
Dr. Herman Bavinck has well said: "Heretics are they
who err in t'he substance of the truth; schismatics are
they who, although they leave the fundamentals of
the. truth intact, separate themselves from the established church on account of minor points of church
worship and church government; the former break
with the continuity of Christian doctrine; the latter
refuse to continue in the communion of the church."
The sect usually is guilty of both offences, breaking
with the continuity of doctrine and fellowship. In
fact, so long as a certain number of people who err in
doctrine remain in the church, they can hardly be
designated as a sect; the appellation "sectarian" is
more fitting. Sectarianism is found in all the established churches, though varying in ·degree.

How Sects Originate
This brings up the interesting question how sects
originate. The answer is, of course, in the church.
The studlent of Church History is well aware of this
fact.
Let us take Gnosticism as an illustration. What was
it? Gnos,ticism is the comprehensive name used to embrace a large number of widely ramified sects, on the
borderland between Christian and Greek thought,
which flourished in the second century. It was a compound of mythology, theosophy, philosophy, mysteriology, and Christianity. What a mixture! What a
mongrel religion! Indeed. But boiled down, the predominant elements are paganism and Christianity. An
unholy union. An illegitimate offspring. The Apostle
John says of the many antichrists, "they went out
from us, but they were not of us; for if they had been
of us, they would no doubt have continued with us:
but they went out, that they might be made manifest
that they were not all of us." A significant statement,

and applicable to the sects. Sects are conceived in the
body of the church, but fathered by an alien. The
church gives birth to them as a result of an unholy
union. In course of time, the sect tears away from
the church, thereby furnishing proof (as St. John suggests) "that they were not all of us."
One of a goodly number of notations about the historic sects (in an outline book on Church History of
my seminary period) reads: "More dangerous than
persecution." Meaning: Sects are like swarms< of bugs,
hordes of grasshoppers, colonies of termites, nests of
parasites -in a word\, "pests." They undermine and
destroy and are more difficult to deal with than roaring lions and howling wolves. The best way to prevent their propagation is to kill them "in embryo."
But we shall speak of that later.

Sects and Heresy
The sects, then, are an inevitable result of sectarianism in the Church, the chief element of which is
heresy, departure from the historic continuity of Biblical truth. Such deflection does not always become
apparent in an open denial of one or more of the
fundamentals. Frequently it appears in a distortion
of the cardinal doctrines or in a wrong evaluation of
them. Christian truth is an entity; it is like the human body in which one part is intimately connected
with and/ related to the other, each having its own particular function. To deny that there is such a body of
divine truth, the Christian doctrine, the Biblical truth
revealed by God, leads to hopeless subjectivism and
scepticism. It is the task of Systematic Theology to set
forth in an orderly manner the relative importance of
the doctrines of "The Church." This is· no haphazard
business; it requires thorough research of the field
of information: the Scriptures, the Sourcebook.
Now the sec,ts are offenders in this respect. Dr. Biederwolf, in his book, "Whipping Post Theology," lists
and describes 14 sects< existing today that teach and
practice divine healing. The root of this heresy lies in
a distortion of the doctrine of Christ's atonement.
Every one of these sects teach the vicarious nature of
that atonement but with a wrong application. Socalled divine healing goes• beyond the Scriptural presenta tion of that truth. We are reminded of Dryden's
couplet,
"But since our sects in prop<hecy grow higher,
The .text inspires not them, but they the text inspire."

The next step is to make that misinterpreted doctrine the big gun. If it isn't Divine Healing, it may be
the Seventh Day Sabbath, or the Premillennial Return
of Christ, or the Second Blessing, or Baptism by the
Holy Spirit Alone, or All Grace and No Law, or Perfectionism. Under the false banner, "vVe Preach the
Whole Gospel" and incessantly accusing the Church of
not preaching the whole counsel of God, the sects sally
forth with the zeal of Jehu, the son of Nimshi, and the
masses stare in amazement at the circus parade. There
is deep tragedy in this phenomenon of the sects1; yet,
from one point of view they remind one of the comic
page of the newspaper, of the burlesque of histrionic
art, of the quack medicine men on the market place.
In a concluding article we propose to discuss the
attitude of the Church to the sects.

YOUTH DYING
3·
They tell me that I am about to die,
That in the morning there will be no pain,
But soaring anthems after nights of rain.
They whisper that there is a reason why.

And there are aeons when the mind takes wing,
Now like a condor circling over plains,
More often like a lark which singing gains
For man's dull ear the melody of spring.

I am not one who is afraid to die But there was passion like a poppy blown,
And beauty over silver meadows thrown
When sunshine laughed cold shadows from the sky.

There have been days when eyes with weeping red
Have shut the red of sunsets from their view;
When thinking was a crimson stain that threw
Coronas round the whiteness of my bed.

It is the fear of death that makes one die;
But after thought has dulled the blade of fear,
Or dried the crystal globe of every tear,
Then from the self as chrysalis hopes fly.

Is thinking solace? Is there any rest
When man groans queries after storm and flood?
Why must the rose be broken in the bud,
And why must fledglings perish in the nest?

Yet hope has wings too weak for constant flight,
For hope is faith without a certain goal.
My spirit longs for faith that bears the soul
To peaks that stay the very dome of light.

But pity bound with self is weakling's food,
Which leaves one hungering for final ends;
For soul is only soul when God amends
The pilgrim's vigil with the larger good.

2.

4·

It is a narrow world, this little bed
With linen like a winding sheet of snow.
Siberian plains must look to wanderers so
When whiteness cries that mercy may be red.

One walked this earth gray centuries ago,
Who found no place with foxes, and who wept
Because the mists of bitterness had crept
Into the citadel where faith burned low.

But look, I raise my knees with secret pride.
I have created mountains on my plain.
Alas! they are but craters that have lain
For senseless ages since the earth has died.

At night when others slept he came to me,
His hand upon my fevered head like dew,
His face like Sharon's rose, his eyes, so true,
Were God's. He spoke; I saw eternity.

The mind is restless in a narrow bed,
And like a tottering child it walks alone
With groping hands to where the light has gone,
Where love can offer arms to rest its head.

0 Jesus, hear this bleating lamb denied
The living comfort of an earthly fold.
May not this heart cry when the night is old,
'This is like mornings when the sun has died.'

But there are moments when the mind walks firm,
And at a curtained window eyes the world,
And sees where summer's leaves are idly whirled,
Their flaming beauty surfeiting the worm.

Who is it comes with roses, roses white?
I breathe the fragrance of a Presence here.
Lay hold on mercy, weeping souls. No tear
Can dim the star that rides the crest of night.
BASTIAN KRUITHOF.
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THE MAGIC OF ROME
Albert Piersma
Grand Rapids, Michigan

employed in deposing "ambassadors of God"; when I
hear of deposed reverends reorganizing their flocks
into new denominations, and when I then notice that
these deposed pastors are again recognized by their
deposers as fellow-ministers of the gospel, but not so
that they would ever be allowed to occupy the deposers'
pulpits, I cease to understand. Ambassadors. Of
whom? Excruciating inconsistencies.

it may seem very absurd, one of my
A LTHOUGH
greatest difficulties is to pass a cathedral or even
to see a steeple-cross in the distance, without having
my thoughts journeying immediately into Rome's doctrinal premises. Strange that one born of parents
strongly adverse to Catholicism, strange that while
living in an age of twentieth century illumination, one
would feel himself drawn to the Roman magnet. Without being on the point of tumbling headlong into the
arms of Catholicism and without being on the point of
losing all mental equilibrium, every sight of a steeplecross sends my thoughts in a direction something like
this:

At Protestant Services

Authority and Ecclesiastical Unity
Before me lies the Book. The Book. They say it is
infallible. Who? My parents, my pastor, my church.
Who told them? Their parents, their pastors, their
church. So I go on till suddenly I plunge into a conundrum. Which church? Since the great sect-breeding
revolt of Martin Luther, have our forefathers not severed all connections with the church organized by the
Christ of the Book? Since the days of that gigantic
exodus, have they not done as Paul predicted, "After
their own lusts shall heap unto themselves teachers"?
Or, supposing that this rebellion were equivalent to a
reform, let us say the Reformation, have the Protestants united into one great counter-church? Did not
the revolters disagree as to which of the new sects was
the divine continuation of the body of Christ. Have
we now one, pure, Catholic Church of which the newlyordained (and self-appointed) ministers recognize
each other as ambassadors of God in all congregations
that bade the Pope farewell? I scan the churchmap...
·.
"That they all may be one." Where on the e'h~lesias
tical chart is the fulfillment of this beautiful proJ.\hecy?
Do these very words from the Book not prove th'at he
who uttered them was but a mere creature like you\and
me? There is the old church ... false. Here is the
New Church . . . Where? Ah, the hundreds of disconnected sands on the denominational seashore. The
church, the bride of Christ. How many brides has He?
Does He who taught monogamy practice polygamy?
And is He infallible?

I attend a Protestant service. God speaks through
His ambassador. However, on the preceding Lord's
Day another ambassador gave an opposite exegesis of
the same Scripture-passage. Were both interpretations
infallible? If not, whose ambassadors are they. Furthermore, I think I am fully able to render fallible interpretations myself; then why should I toil to provide
other fallible interpreters with a comfortable living?
Or, does the Infallible One render official infallible
interpretations? I attend another service. An ambassador of the Holy One is very noticeably misrepresenting the view of a fellow-ambassador. "Jewel," behold
thy perfect antonym !

Fallible Interpreters
Before me lies the Book. From my conundrum I
stare at it unbrokenly. Who told my church that the
Book is infallible? Was it not the alleged false church,
the preserver of the Book? But is the information of
a false church reliable enough to build eternal hopes
upon? And, if the information is reliable, why not
rely on this church altogether? How can I afford in
such a weighty matter to despise the very authority?
Shall I not cry with Pilate, "What is truth?"
When I observe the manner in which pastors often
scorn, misrepresent or denounce ministers of other
denominations or sects; when I read of methods often
188

Kingdom-keys and Gates of Hell
Though disheartened, I again read the Book: "And
upon this Petra I shall build my church" (not: "upon
this confession") and "the gates of hell shall not prevail against it." "Whatever thou shalt bind . . . ",
etc. Peter is gone. Where are the keys? If on earth,
who has them? Where are they? Have not the gates of
hell crushed the church-to-be into irreparable fragments? Does Rome not stand as a divine monument of
prophetic fulfillment?

A Cathedra'l-scene
I enter the cathedral. Music as from heaven rolls
through the age-old edifice. Rows of "the faithful"·
kneel reverently in this quiet, prayer-inviting shrine.
The atmosphere is pregnant with religion; God-saturated. It is almost impossible to be worldly-minded in
this divine retreat. Beside me, a faithful devotee
drinks in a peace born of perfect reliance on the words
of the chanting father. Doubt enters not his mind, for
he is as Moses on the mount, in the very presence of
God. Kneeling on holy ground. His trespasses absolved, he is about to partake of the body of the Savior,
so realistically visualized before his eyes in the large
crucifix beside the altar. I stare at him . . . a man
conscious that he is a member not of a but of the
church, the universal, the original, the holy church
that has the keys once delivered to St. Peter. Conscious
that his priest is divinely appointed by apostolic succession, a method even advocated by St. Augustine. A
member of the consistent church, condemning all nonCatholics; denying the authority of all non-Catholic
pastors. A church where the remark "Did you agree
with the minister this morning?" is as rare as ice on
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fire. The impressive adoration of the "Kyries" and
"Glorias" mingle with a peace of soul, and the worshipper is lifted up as into the seventh heaven.

The Beckoning Mother
As I stare and ponder and envy, I can hear Rome
calling like a mother. "Dear, wayward son, tossed to
and fro, like a wreckage on the billows of doubt and
heresy, do you not see me stand as a Gibraltar amid
the crumblings of deceit and error? Do you not see
the soul-shipwreck of the rebellious? Are their creeds
not like trains in head-on collisions? Have their pastors as much as one lone link to connect themselves
with our New Testament Levites? Are they not
wolves in sheep's clothing? Are their interpretations
any more than speculations on the religious stockexchange? Have they not thrown away their compass while drifting in mid-ocean? And . . . dear
child, have you never wished that you, too, were born
of Roman Catholic parents?" With impetuous ear I
listened; as an Adam, as an Eve, I beheld the tree;
but before extending my hand to partake, I hesitated.
Yes, there was truth in the soothing whisperings of
this voice as sweet as sugar and as soft and silky as a
linnet's lung, and yet . . .

The Reaction
Which of the three popes that once reigned simultaneously was the Vice-Christ? If a pope once ordered
a "Te Deum" to be sung to celebrate the St. Bartholomew massacre, why does Rome now teach that the
church posseses only one sword, that of the spirit?
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Why did her priests not practice celibacy from the days
of the early fathers? Did St. Paul ever sell indulgences
for the remission of sins? Did St. John ever accept a
few shekels to release or ease some poor prisoner in
Purgatory? Did St. Timothy ever sing a Pontifical
High Mass? Did the famous St. Peter ever invoke the
special favors of the holy virgin? Why does not Rome
expound the Word of the living God if she has such infallible interpreters? These questions, too, call for
satisfactory replies, although Rome as the custodian
of the tradition, and with her belief in further direct
revelation after the last Bible-book was written, would
again have come-backs.
I weighed, Rome and anti-Rome. I thought of the
words, "We know in part." As through a mist I finally
saw Rome with her outward unity frantically attempting to hide her inward discord. Rome, thrusting into
the mouths of hungry souls the stones of ritualism and
pure formalism, instead of feeding them with the
Bread of Life. Protestantism, wedged asunder before
the physical eye because of sin, outwardly a sad spectacle in this imperfect dispensation, but inwardly
united by the eternal cord of the Spirit of God.
With the eye of the soul I beheld the perfect church.
I saw one flock and one shepherd, inwardly and outwardly united by divine love, meeting in the Cathedral
of eternity. Thus my soul reacted.
But, the spell of Rome was only partly broken. I
envied her in spite of it all. The Protestant inconsistencies remain. Yes, I still envied her. For Rome's
pretense is such a glorious picture, such an admirable
prophecy of the very ideal for which we are striving,
and which we shall once obtain.

NEWS FROM THE HUNGARIAN CHURCH FRONT
Louis Nanassy, S.T.D.
Superintendent of Bethlen Home, Ligonier, Pa.

A

LTHOUGH the Reformedl Church of Hungary does not accept the traditional theory of Apostolic Succession as to
the origin and authority of the epriscopal office, from historical
and practical considerations she has mainta1ned the office of the
bishops. Following this practice, after the death of Bishop Baltazar, Charles Maklary was elected the forty-fifth bishop of the
Transfibiscan Synod (i. e., the Synod! beyond the River Tisza).
The consistories cast 786 votes and the new bishop received 64 7
of them. Bish-0p Maklary was born in 1876. He comes from an
Aaronic family. He has held pastorates at different places and
since 1929 has been the "general'is noiiarius" (stated clerk) of
the large Transtibiscan Synod and! in this capacity was also
bishop-coadjutor. He was the favorite of the late bishop and
he has the reputation of be'ing a good administrator.

Consecrating A Calvinistic Bishop
His consecration and installation took place on December 16,
1936. Bishop Ravasz of Bu1d!a1pest and eleven deans (seniors)
of the Transtibiscan Synod la'id their hands upon him. Bishop
Maklary preached on I Cor. 4:1, 2. After having eulogized his
fort.y-four predecessors in the episcopal office, he continued:
"The dwarf who follows in their foosteps looks up with a deep
respect at these giants and feeling his own insignificance, humbly seeks for a hand to raise, help, and lead him. This hand
reaches d1own to him from the text . . . I wish to be a servant.
The discharge of my duties will be marked by humility and

modesty. There is dignity in this estate of service, since I was
ordained to be the servant of G-Od: and not of men . . . I am
not a political exponent. My ideal is the praying and not the
politically-minded minister . . . My first &tep leads me to the
grave where Bishop Baltazar rests. From the grave goes the
steward of the mysteries of God! farther. His walk is uncertain,
his look 'is misty, but the star of his call shines gloriously before
him. The serv1ant of Christ, the appointed steward of the mysteries of God takes his place at the front and raises the flag of
leadership. An alarm sounds on his lip: Come after me! Immanuel! God is with us!"
Bishop Rav<asz of the Danubian Synodt in Ms sermon of consecration spoke about the garments of Aaron (Ex. 28). Excerpts from his sermon follow: "My brother and friend, Charles
Maklary, bishop of Transtibiscana, is there on thy breast also,
invisible but with burning presence, the judgment of the breastplate, the khoshen, and what kind of names dost thou bear there?
The first name is that of thy Reformed people, the name of the
spiritual Israel of Transtibiscana. It is not engraved with sard!ius, topaz, onyx, emerald, carbuncle, or settings of gold; it is
placed into •a weak human heart, into a forgetful earthly mind,
and yet it is a precious name that thou hearest on thy breast.
It leaves no place to any other earthly name: to that of thy family, friends, or thyself; this single name alone burns and shines
in thy heart; the name of thy flock, thy ecclesia. In this name
the whole Magyar past is contained: all the institutions of De-
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bre<;en and Transtibiscana, the destiny andl the confidence of the
Magyar Reformed people. It means that thou dost not belong
to one or to the other party; thou dost not belong to the rich or
to the poor people, neither to the clergy nor to the la'ity. Thou belongest to everybody, since everybody is entrusted unto thee
and thou art responsible for everybody. Hast thou enough nights
to be awake for them? Hast thou enough daytime to work for
them. since dawn till late even'ings? . . . In the breastplate of
judgment, besides the names of the twelve tribes of Israel,
there was a more precious and glorious. name: the Urim and
·\J)bummim. It is the sign of the only name of Christ. His name
is 'strength. It stands not only for des.tiny but for confidence
also. It represents not only a task but a spirit also . . . In the
Septuagint Urim and Thummim arei translated as light and
truth. Christ is really truth and light . . . Bear this name on
thy breast whenever thou goest to the sanctuary. Tell me, is
there any place where we should not bear His name? We are
walking in a sanctuary everywhere because we serve God. The
office, the council-room, the school, the market, and! the battlefield will be changed into a sanctuary if we offer ourselves as
living sacrifices unto the Lord. The name of Christ can be borne
only by the one who had been predestinated from eternity. Election is not a condition but a great charismatic gift preceding
everything. We can bear the name of Christ on our hearts
because God also bore our names on His heart before the world
ha·d been formed. Charles Maklary, the Lord speaks to thee
now and here: 'Fear not, thou worm of Jacob, I redeemed thee,
thou art mine' . . . According to a Hebrew legend the Urim
gave light but it went out at the time of captivity. Christian
experience speaks differently of the name of Christ. As long as
we, His servants, bear dillgently His name on our hearts: we
may burn, we will even be conS1Umed, but He gives light and
His light is eternal."

Mixed Marriages and Birth Control
Hungary being a small country with an overwhelmingly Roman Catholic population, mixed marriages are contracted on
frequent occasions. They cause hostility between the Roman
andl the Reformed Churches, since Rome, before the marriage
ceremony is performed, demands a written assurance (reversalis)
from the Protestant pairty that all children to be born mus.t be
r~ised and instructed in the Roman Catholic religion. Naturally the Reformedi Church wants to combat the danger. Recently the Cistibiscan Synod passed strong resolutions concerning mixed marriages. All members/ of the Reformed Church
renouncing thleir future children are foroidden the Lordi's

Table, unless the guilty party makes public confession and
shows proofs of penitence in the presence of the congregation.
Another problem in Hungary, as elsewhere, is birth control.
Even before the world war in certain territories parents wanted
to ha.ve only one child (called "egyke," "dear one," in Hungarian) because they did not intend to divide their scanty land
among many children. This region belongs to Bishop Ravasz,
who made d'iligent "generales canonicas visitationes" to this
territory, preached, held conferences and private discussions
with his people, and promised that he would be the godfather of
every second and third child to be born. However, he could not
accomplish much. After the world war poverty and sinful inclinations gave a general impetus to birth control and its ruining influences are felt not only in Hungary but also among Magyars belonging now to Czechoslovakia and Rumania. The Reformed Church, realizing the danger, is not silent. Sermons
deal with the question, ca.techumens prepared for confirmation
are ins·tructed: as to the meaning of the seventh commandment,
advices of Christian physicians are recommended, and the sharing of material gifts to indigent families is urged.

John Calvin Society
In view of the one hundredth anniversary of Abraham Kuyper, the official paper of the Hunga.rian Reformed' Ministers'
Association is quoting several of his thoughts.
The John Calvin Society organized last December at Budapest
held a conference during January. Its subject was: "Why are
you called a Christian?" "The importance of the general priesthood in the life of the Reformed Church. The Christian as
prophet, priest, and: king." The John Calvin Soc'iety places
more confidence in the Genevan reformer than in Karl Barth.
John Vasarhelyi is the new bishop of the Transylvanian Synod
belonging to Rumania. His consecration and installation took
place last January. The newly and unanimously elected bishop
is an able writer, faithful shepherd, and sound Calvinist.
In Jugoslavia; the Christian Reformed: Church is under the
leadership of Bishop Agoston. There are Magyars, Germans,
Croatians, and Bohemians in this Church forming one Synod.
The Church maintains w flourishing orphans' home at Feketics
where Bishop Agoston resides. He is the superintendent of the
orphans' home.
In the Hungarian Reformed Church of Czechoslovakia the
Baptists, Seventh Day Adventists, adherents of the Pentecostal
sect, and Russellites are spread'ing their peculiar doctrines. The
infidel Communistic party is srtrong in this country. Calvinism
must use its weapons to defend itself and to let its light shine.

BOOK REVIEWS
PASSION STUDIES
By B. H. Bruner. Cokesbury Press, Nashville, 1937. $1.25.

GREAT CHOICES OF THE LAST WEEK.

It's a worthwhile volume sent out into the world by Dr.
Bruner. The messages that it contains are considerably more
than short sermons of an inspirational character. They are more
than beautiful pen pictures of what men conceived the passion
of Jesus to be like. They can properly be called studies. At various points the views of many different scholars are reported and
commented upon. Authoritative citations abound. Here is an
honest attempt to contribute something toward a better understanding of the events that transpired during the last week of
Christ's suffering here on earth. They are strong in presenting
the various types o:f characters that shaped the course of
Christ's life which terminated on the cross.
The orthodox evangelist scholar may have occasion to question
the interpretations offered here and there. The doctrine of atonement here held forth will not meet the approval of all sincere
Bible students. Here and there similar questions will be raised.

But such deviations from what the reader may believe to be true
will only stimulate a more careful and consequently a more
profitable reading.
The title, "The Great Choices of the Last Week," is a bit
enigmatic. The book deals with Christ and his enemies, his disciples, a traitor, a politician, a worldling, and so on. It is a
study of the various persons and events and their bearing upon
Jes us during the final week.
The author is a minister of the church of The Disciples of
Christ.
H. S.

EASTER LORE
By Cwrl A. Glover. Cokesbiiry Press,
Nashville, 1937. $1.00.

THE EASTER RADIANCE.

The author is pastor of the First Union Church, Quincy, Ill.,
and is, I believe, a Presbyterian in his ecclesiastical affiliation.
He has done something in this volume that should have been
done long ago and for which many students interested in Easter
will be grateful to him. He has unearthed and gathered together
the treasure-lore that has been built up around the Easter idea.
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The book begins with a presentation of the Biblical material on
the subject. This is followed by a brief discussion of the name,
Easter, plus a history of the observance of the day.
The influence of Easter in making the first day rather than
the last day of the week the holy day of the week is traced and
is followed by an intelligent discussion of the relationship between Easter and the Lord's Supper, which were closely associated together early in the history of the Christian Church. One
of the largest chapters is devoted to E>aster poetry accompanied
by valuable notes. The same thing is done in a later chapter
relative to the matter of Easter music. There is also an illuminating chapter on the concept of Easter in liturgical drama
and another equally interesting one on the symbolisms that have
grown up around that glad day. The last chapter entitled, The
Gladness of Easter in the Every Day, reveals the deliberate
attempts of peoples to make the day a happy one. It is declared
that the Easter egg is a product of man's attempts to make the
day joyous and happy.
This book is not a theology. The Easter phenomenon itself
is not interpreted. It is rather a collection put in orderly arrangement of the historical materials relative to Easter and its
observance. It is a rich source of information for those who
must present the Easter lesson to others.
H. S.

LENTEN READING
By Rev. J. W. G. Ward, D.D. Second
Edition, 1937. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand
Rapids, Mich. 266 pages. $1.00.

CAMEOS FROM CALVARY.

THE ~tor~ of Christ's ~assion holds man: interests and is
fascmatmg from a vanety of angleSI. Primary and of overshadowing importa,nce for the Christian faith is its redemptive
significance. But in order to give that significance the proper
light and setting, it has pleased the Holy Spirit to weave into
the Gospel narrative maa-iy another thread. There is the swift
action of the drama. Whole groups and numerous individuals
of the most diverse character pass over the stage, helping the
action forward aa-id revealing their own reaction to the Christ
and His .suffering. There is the background! of contemporary
politics, Jewish history, and Old Testament revelation. All this
goes to make up the complete picture; all this wants to be considered in order that we may take in the full mes'Sage Scripture
intends to convey; all this throws light on the central figure of
the Christ and the central event of His crucifixion. Dr. Ward!
has chosen as the subject of this1 particular study the human
actors in this drama. He has been at considerable pains to
gether whatever light Scripture and history and tradition and
legend, later reflections and present-day opinions of students
and poels, human analogies and his own imagination might furnish to illuminate and to interpret these men and women. In
view of the scant data of the Gospels much naturally remains
uncertain guesswork. His interpretation is throughout suggestive, stimulating, and applicatory. Though one might wish for
a higher, more clear-cut and more adequate evaluation of the
cross, this weakness is less serious' for the fact that the emphasis of the book lies not there. The volume offers1 good reading
for the Lenten season and for any one desiring to meditate
upon the passion of our Lord.

D.

H. KROMMINGA.

THE ALL-SUFFICIENT CHRIST
HE
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Is ABLE. By W. E. Sangster. Colcesbury Press, Nashville,
1937. $1.50.

Rev. Sangster is the able pastor of Brunswick Methodist
Church, Leeds, England.
In this volume the author has given to the reading public a
series of seventeen inspirational messages. They are in no sense
expositions of certain suitable texts of the Scriptures. The
writer was apparently aware of the folly of using biblical passages as loose introductions to messages that have little or no
connection with them. For the want of a better term I shoulrl

call them essays in which certain gems of truth are applied to
the life's experiences common to all Christians. They aim to
demonstrate the sufficiency of Christ no matter what our problems and difficulties may be.
The adequacy of Christ when one is lonely, fearful, discouraged, tempted, and so on, is pictured in a captivating way. It is
not a chore to read this little volume. It has an appeal that
causes one to reach for it again and again. There is a ,charm
of literary style, a wealth of apt illustrations, and an abundance
of fitting citations that enthrall the reader.
'fhis book should serve not only to hearten the pilgrim as ~e
journeys through the valleys of life, but it will prove helpful in
giving suggestions and material to those whose duty and privilege it may be to guide and comfort others who are in special
need of the consciousness of the all-sufficient Christ. Let him
who loves devotional literature peruse this book. It will prove
interesting and stimulating.
H. S.

MISSIONS AND THE NEW TESTAMENT
THE WAY OF THE WITNESSES.
MISSIONARY lVIOTIVE.
By

Press, New York, 1936.
paper 50 cents.

A NEW TESTAMENT STUDY IN

Edward Shill-i.lO. F'riendship
152 pages. Price, cloth $1.00,

HE author of this book says, "There are more ways than
T one of reading the New Testament." This statement cannot be disputedl, The interesting feature of this book and the
most unique contribµtion of the author is that he gives us a
reading of the New Testament which 'is entirely natural and,
as far as we are able to determine, new, and perhaps the most
correct approach to the reading of the New Testament. I believe the author to have been quite successful in his attempt to
show that the New Testament is a missionary book.
He begins by establishing the universal character of the New
Testament. He then manifests how a pagan reader can be impressed by his first contact with the message of good news. Upon
this he proceeds to show how the disciples at first set out to
bring the message of the Kingdom with sealed orders. They
moved to follow their Lord, not knowing whither they went,
until the seals were broken after the cross1 and resurrection,
when they understood the implications of the preaching of the
Kingdom.
He sh-0ws why and how some of the first disciples became mil'lsionaries and the way the New Testament came into existence
in the course of their work. The book of Acts and the Epistles
serve as a guide for presen!;-,dlay missionary endeavor. Modern
parallels are drawn from the experiences of missionaries in many
countries to illustrate the present significance of these writings.
Throughout the book Mr. Shillito touches upon the missionary
motive, which made it possible for the first disciples to bear the
hardships they had to endure with rejoicing and finally, in the
last chapter, he gives us his last wordl upon the motive in the
words of the Apostle Paul, "I have seen the Son of God who
loved me and gave himself for me."
I consider it a privilege to be able to introduce this book to
our public. It is worth reading often, and can serve as :an inspiring guide to Bible study. Every church library should have
a copy, and all Christian workers, pastors, teachers, missionaries,
and those particularly interested in missions should have a copy
of their own.
A. H. SELLEs.

HUMAN DERELICTS
By Missionary John Vande
Water. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grand Rapids,
Mich. 1937. Price $1.00.

MIRACLES IN FORGOTTEN STREETS.

HERE is a series of brief articles on the experiences, joys,
and dlisappointments, and methods of city mission work by
a man who has won recognition as a leader in this type of work
within Christian Reformed circles. The material centers chiefly
around! individual mis'Sion cases and is put in interesting straightforward language. The work will be enjoyed by all who are
interested in the salvage of human derelicts. The publisher, the
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author, and perhaps others have render1ed their services gratis
in giving this book to the public. The p roceeds of the sale will
be used! to improve the property in which this mission work
is carried on.
H. S.
1

DECEMBER ROSES
By Rev. Herbert Lockyer. Wm. B. Eerdmans Publishing Co., Grandi Rapids, Mich. 1937. Price,
$1.00.

ROSES IN DECEMBER.

THERE are a dozen brief sermons in this volume. The author
has made an enviable reputation as a preacher in this country and in the British Isles. There is in this volume a popular
exposition of Jus1tification by Faith, which reveals the author
as soundly orthodlox in his theological views. These homilies
are not exegetical expositions, but prac~ical, interesting, beautiful, and forceful presentations of biblical truths and their application. Lockyer has been heard gladly. He has been and
will be read with gratitude. The fact that he has dnne much
evangelistic work under the ausp'ices of the Moody Bible Institute guiarantees his soundness, which is also reflected in this
work, and possibly also indicates his predilections in the field of
·eschatology.
H. S.

CHURCH HISTORY CHART
Prepared by Rev. Edgar V. Loucks,
D.D., and Prof. Herbert H. Wernecke, Ph.D. Copyright,
1936. Published by The Old Orchard Shoppe, 518 Lake Ave.,
Webster Grove, Missouri. Price $1.25.

THE TR.!c'E OF CHRISTiIANITY.

THIS chart shows graphically the main periods of the history
of the Christian Church together with the principal creedaldenominational ramifications of orthodox Christianity, with the
year of the"appearance of the new denominations. Explanatory
notes furnish a summary outline of Church History under the
six heads of the Apostolic Period!, Growth under Oprposition,
Growth under Governmental Protection, Expansion throughout
Europe, Crusades to the Reformation, and the Reformation and
the Modern World. In addtition it gives statistical' data: the
number of Roman Catholic archbishop1'ic& and bishoprics in each
of the great divisions of the globe, the numerical strength of
Protestantism by continents, the national orthodox and the
separated group13 of the Eastern Churches, andl the numerical
strength of the religious groups in tP.e United States with memberships over 50,000. It indicates the unity underlying the
American diversity by reducing the 212 denominations to eight
groups, two of which are non-Christian. The chart measures
22 x 341h inches. To such .a1s' wish to familiarize themselves
with the main outline of the history of the Christian Church, it
can be of considerable use.
D. H. KROMMINGA.

CALVARY AND THE PROBLEM OF EVIL
THE CHRISTIAN ANSWER TO 'l'HE PROBLEM OF EVIL,

By J, S.

Whale. New York, 1936, Ab,;ngdon Prest!. $1.00.
THE President of Cheshunt College, Cambridge Univers'ity,
has delivered thes:e fourlectures on the problem of evil last
summer in England! and America. They are very much worth
reading. The problem is a crucial one for every Intelligent
Christian and the author writes in straightfonvarcf, gripping,
and lucid fashion.
The first chapter deals with the Four Classic Answers, each
of which is briefly stated, criticized, and repudiated. They are
the answer of determinism, that of idealism, that of dualism,
and that of atheistic pernimism. In the case of the first the
aiuthor fails to distinguish clearly between a genuine determinism
and the standpoint of predestination. The argument against
the second "answer" is clear and helpful and rules out the idealistic view that "the whole of things is good" and that evil is
only good in the making. In the third answer belief in Satan
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is id'entified with absolute moral dualism, Satan being interpreted as "almost another God" (p. 25) and a "positive principle of evil equally self-subsistent with God" (p. 82). Here
the author slips a cog, which, however, does not invalidate his
argument against each one of these four views.
The second chapter deals with the Theistic Answer, and the
third with the Christian Answer to the problem of evil. The
distinction here made between Theism and Christianity should
not to be taken to mean that the auchor offers two different solutions. In fact, the theistic answer deals with the problem in1Sofar as a believer in .an Almighty God can find some consistent explanation of evil - is taken on the plane of an intellec"
tual solution. By the Christian answer is meant the overcoming of evil in the atonement of Christ - evil hence taken
on the plane of its actual conquest in the world's his,ory. This
distinction, of course, is sound, though the reviewer feels that
the proper relationship of the two is not presenced as it might
and should.
Although some pertinent and helpful things are offered in
'"l'he Answer of 'l'heism," these are the explanations usually
presented, and no further reference to them is called for in
this brief review. The third! lecture on "The Christian Answer" is the most valuable part of the book. In contrast with
the commonly advanced liberal "explanation" of evil in terms
of "the good in the making," it is gratifying to hear Dr. Whale
put Calvary so unequivocally at the cent.er of the true solution
or the problem of evil. Here we read forceful utterances like
these, "1 only know what my sin is when I face the fact of the
cross" (p. 65). "'l'he true and sufficieni; answer comes only out
or lire itself, life with Chnso's cross towering in triumph over
it" (p. 53). "As a Christian, I cannot make sense of this universe in any way other than by faith in God, through Jesus
Christ - Incarnate, Crucified, Risen - and I submit that it is
faith at this, its highest level, which transforms our problem of
evil" (p. 55).
To all this the Bible-believing Christian can respond with a
hearty Amen. And yet Dr. Whale fails to strike rock-bottom
in this connection. As so many other writers on the Atonement
are accustomed to do, the New Testament language on the cross
is profusely quoted, but when one sifts the language carefully
for its precise meaning, he finds that the heart of Calvary is
not there. We appreciate the author's emphasis upon Calvary
and the cross, but only when we read the full New Testament
meaning into those sentences. Even the most charitable interpretation of the author's words does not justify the reader to
understand liim as seeing in the death of Christ on Calvary
the crucifixion of the Son of God for the guilt of the world.
What man needs is more than Christ's "entire identification
with men" 'in their suffering. Christ <lid not siha:re man's suffering merely, but on Calvary he bore the wrath of God against
sin which no man could bear. It is therefore not sufficient to
say: "He is so completely identified with sinnerSI that He shares
all"'that sin means and involves" (p. 59). When it is remembered that on another page the author characterizes the Fall
of Man and Original Sin as "at best great mythological
theories" (p. 35), then we are not surpT'ised that he does not
rise to the biblical level of the meaning of Calvary.
God's sovereignty, man's responsibility, and the atonement of
Christ - these 1ar(! the three great truths that must be seen in
their power and beauty if any satisfactory "solution" of the evil
in the world is to be ·aittained. It i.s not detracting from many of
the fine elements in this little book to say that the first and the
laist of these three truths do not come to their own on itsi pages.
If a reading of these lucid and vital lectures can bring home to
the Christian student this deficiency, the present reviewer co1:1ld
well wish that every thoughtful Christian might procure a
C. B.
copy of them.

